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Abstract 
Background: Mathematical models are widely used and precious tools for the researcher to 
reconstruct and predict complex cellular system for our understanding of the living cells. A 
common type of mathematical model is the differential equation model, which particularly 
suitable to investigate the dynamic behavior of the metabolic networks and molecular 
interactions. The dynamic models provide significant insights on the dynamic response of 
microorganisms and predict those complex metabolic and gene regulatory networks generate 
particular biological behaviors. Both sciences (for example, biochemistry) and engineering 
(for example, metabolic engineering) angle,  it is deeply essential to recognize the whole 
metabolic regulation mechanism of bacterial cells, like as Escherichia coli (E.coli). Out of 
many biological systems, E. coli central carbon metabolism has extensively been modeled. It 
has been studied at the enzymatic and genetic levels for the central metabolism in E. coli, 
however, the whole regulatory mechanism of this network remains to be analyzed. The 
specific gene knockout effect is important for the understanding of the role of metabolic 
pathway genes in metabolism. For practical applications, the main attention is the 
predictability of the model for specific gene knockouts. 
Results: In this thesis, we developed a detailed kinetic model for the central carbon 
metabolism of E. coli in both batch and continuous cultures to overcome intrinsic problems 
of the existing kinetic models, which includes the glycolysis pathway, tricarboxylic acid 
(TCA) cycle, pentose phosphate (PP) pathway, entner-doudoroff (ED) pathway, anaplerotic 
pathway, glyoxylate shunt, oxidative phosphorylation, phosphotransferase system (PTS), 
non-PTS as well as four transcriptional factors (TFs)- cAMP receptor protein (Crp), 
catabolite repressor/activator (Cra) protein, pyruvate dehydrogenase complex repressor 
(PdhR) protein and acetate operon repressor (IclR) protein. The kinetic parameters were 
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estimated by a constrained optimization method on a supercomputer. The model accurately 
reproduced the dynamics of wild type (WT) and two genetic mutants (∆pgi, ∆pykF) in a 
batch culture, while estimating a specific growth rate based on reaction kinetics. In 
continuous culture, the proposed model more fitted with high dilution rate experimental data. 
Conclusion: We have developed a detailed kinetic model for the central carbon metabolism 
of E. coli which reproduced WT, ∆pgi, ∆pykF without changing any parameter value. In the 
case of ∆ppc, our model can not reproduce exact experimental data, but, it reproduces the 
delay cell growth. The proposed model overcame the intrinsic limitations of the existing 
kinetic models in a batch culture. The simulation results were rather consistent with 
experimental data at a high dilution rate in continuous culture.  The kinetic model predicts the 
effects of multiple layer regulations - gene regulation by TFs, and allosteric regulation, on the 
central carbon metabolisms. Concisely, we proposed a detailed kinetic model for the central 
carbon metabolism of E. coli which verified and validated by using many experimental data. 
The model can reproduce the experimental dynamic behaviors, while a small fraction of 
intracellular metabolite concentrations and fluxes were not adequately ensured by the 
experimental values. Also, we demonstrated that multiple layer regulations play a major role 
in shifting a central metabolism.  
Keywords: Systems Modeling; Integrated Dynamic Model; Enzyme Activity; Transcription 
Factor; Systems Behavior; Allosteric Regulation. 
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Abbreviations and Symbols 
Abbreviations 
Metabolites 
αKG  : α-Ketoglutarate 
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AcP  : Acetyl phosphate 
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 SUC  : Succinate 
 X5P  : Xylulose-5-phosphate 
Enzymes and transcriptional factors 
αkgdh  : α-Keto-D-gluconate dehydrogenase 
6Pgdh  : 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase 
AceK  : Isocitrate dehydrogenase phosphatase/kinase 
Ack  : Acetate kinase 
Acs  : Acetyl coenzyme A synthetase 
Cra  : Catabolite repressor/activator 
Crp  : cAMP receptor protein 
Cs  : Citrate synthase 
Cya  : Adenylate cyclase 
Eda  : 2-keto-3-deoxygluconate 6-phosphate aldolase 
Edd  : 6-phosphate dehydrase 
EIIA  : Unphosphorylated PTS protein EIIA 
EIIA-P  : Phosphorylated PTS protein EIIA 
Fba  : Fructose-1,6-bisphosphate aldolase class II 
Fbp  : Fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase 
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Fum  : Fumarase 
G6pdh  : Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase 
Gapdh  : Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase 
Glk  : GlucokinaseICDH: Isocitrate dehydrogenase 
Icdh-P  : phosphorylated isocitrate dehydrogenase 
Icl  : Isocitrate Lyase 
IclR  : Acetate operon repressor 
Ms  : Malate synthase 
Mez  : Malic enzyme 
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 Pck  : Phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase 
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 PdhR  : Pyruvate dehydrogenase complex repressor 
 Pfk  : Phosphofructokinase 
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 Pyk  : Pyruvate kinase I 
 Rpe  : Ribulose phosphate 3-epimerase 
 Rpi  : Ribulose 5-phosphate 3-isomerase 
 Sdh  : Succinate dehydrogenase 
 Tal  : Transaldolase 
 TktA  : TransketolaseI 
 TktB  : TransketolaseII 
Symbols 
X  : Cell concentration 
y  : Extracellular subtract concentration 
x1  : Metabolite, Enzyme & PTS protein 
x2  : TF & TF-metabolite complex 
p  : Kinetic parameter 
D  : Dilution rate 
μ  : Specific growth rate 
yfeed   : Subtract concentration of the feed 
WT  : Wild type 
VM  : Virtual mutant 
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TF  : Transcription factor 
( / )P O  : /P O  ratios for NADH  
( / ) P O   : /P O  ratios for FADH2 
ATPv   : Specific ATP production flux 
ATPk   : Adjustable constant 
r  : Pearson’s correlation coefficient 
ix   : Simulated flux 
iy   : Experimental flux 
x   : Means of x 
y   : Means of y  
n  : Number of fluxes 
TWT  : End time of the growth phase of WT 
TVM  : End time of the growth phase of VM 
,WT enzymev  : Metabolic flux of WT 
,VM enzymev  : Metabolic flux of a virtual mutant 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
Introduction 
 
1.1 General introduction 
The human body, as well as all living organisms, is founded by cells, which often known 
the "building blocks of life". Cells are more complicated due to hold different kinds of 
networks (metabolic networks, gene networks, signaling networks, etc..) and molecules 
(genes, proteins, and metabolites). First of all, proteins or RNA exerts specific functions, and 
inherited their blueprints by gene sequences and stable through evolution. Although many 
genome sequences are identified and the outline of cellular networks comes to be clearer, but 
still it is difficult to understand, how these sequences induce the dynamic, self-sustained 
biochemical processes and to the different phenotypes which we observe. The dynamic in 
cells is predefined by the genome sequence and determined by the network structures and 
kinetic properties of molecules. The phenotype in the living cells is emerged by  the 
biochemical dynamic.  
Now a day's biological study is reliance on computation. To realize a quantitative and 
predictive understanding of cellular functions, systems biology employ in the development of 
computational cellular models, at multiple levels of abstraction [Csete and Doyle 2004; 
Ideker and Lauffenburger 2003]. The target of system biology is the understand / discover  of  
network behavior (especially their dynamic phases) of  individual components or as a whole. 
Modeling is the fundamental and quantitative way to understand and analyze complex 
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biological system and phenomena. To construct modeling, mathematics used as a tool to 
explain and make predictions of natural phenomena (biological behavior). Mathematical 
models are widely used and most precious tools for the researcher to reconstruct and predict 
complex cellular system for our understanding of the living cells.   
A simplified representations of some real-world entity by the equations or computer code 
is dynamic model. The models are named dynamic because they define how system 
properties change over time. To analyze a model, mathematics, computation, and computer 
simulation are used. Since a model is a hypothesis, so that the results of a model investigation 
are themselves hypotheses. Simulations cannot absolutely predict cellular behavior, but they 
can work as valuable directors to experimental design. The inconsistencies between 
simulation and experiment is an important advantage of modelling. Because the failure of a 
model to reproduce experimental observations indicate a falsification of the hypotheses on 
which the model was built. This can lead to an improvement of the biological hypotheses, 
and after the model, which can then be tested against additional experiments. 
1.2 Reviews of the literatures 
Till now, different kind of models has been suggested for analyzing the dynamic behavior 
of the cells and most of them concentrate on the definite metabolic pathways and any one 
cultural condition (batch or continuous). The intracellular metabolite concentrations dynamic 
behavior is described by several mathematical models for the central metabolic pathway of  
Saccharomyces cerevisiae [Rizzi et al. 1997; Theobald et al. 1997; Vaseghi et al. 1999]. At 
first kinetic model  for Lactococcus lactis was constructed by Hoefengel et al. [Hoefnagel et 
al. 2002] which narrate the flux distribution through the pyruvate branches. Using fast 
sampling system to simulate the transient data, a dynamic model of the glycolysis and the 
pentose phosphate (PP) pathway of Escherichia coli (E. coli ) has been proposed 
[Chassagnole et al. 2002]. Glucose and xylose mixtures use as a carbon source to predict the 
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ethanol production rate for Zymomonas Mobilis by Altintas et al. [Altintas et al. 2006]. 
Kinetic models of E.coli and Mycobacterium tuberculosis for the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) 
cycle and the glyoxylate bypass has been established [Singh and Ghosh 2006]. To investigate 
the effects of the specific gene knockout (e.g., Pyk, Ppc and Pck) on the metabolism for both 
batch and continuous culture, a dynamic model for the central carbon metabolism of E. coli 
has been devolved, which included the glycolysis, TCA cycle, anaplerotic pathways and pp 
pathway [Kadir et al. 2010]. A detailed kinetic model for the main carbon metabolism of  E. 
coli in continuous culture has been developed  by  peskov et al. [Peskov et al. 2012]. In silico 
model of Zymomonas mobilis for entner–doudoroff (ED) pathway have been developed, 
which contains alcohol dehydrogenases (ADHs), transport reactions and ATP metabolism 
related reaction [Rutkis et al. 2013]. On the other side, a reduced kinetic model for glycolysis 
pathway of E. coli  has been proposed by Maria [Maria 2015]. More recently, a detail kinetic 
model presented to exploit on multi-‘omics’ steady state data and a genome-scale metabolic 
network mode [Mannan et al. 2015]. All the mentioned kinetic models (Except, Kadir et al. 
2010) are focused on any one culture condition and those all models did not focus on enzyme 
activity as well as transcription factor (TF) activity.  
For the adaptation of microbes to perturbation to their environments regulation,  gene 
expression for central carbon metabolism plays a significant role [Kurata et al. 2014]. A 
detailed dynamic model of signal transduction and gene regulatory networks of the E. coli 
glucose phosphotransferase system (PTS) developed by Nishio et al. [Nishio et al. 2008]. 
Several studies are aimed  to the central metabolic pathway of E.coli with enzymatic and TF 
activity [Ederer et al. 2014; Kotte et al. 2010; Matsuoka and Shimizu 2013; Usuda et al. 
2010]. Recently, a kinetic model for the E. coli main metabolism has been published by 
integrating the assemble modeling (EM) formalism with an efficient genetic algorithm (GA) 
based technique, which satisfies the experimental flux data for wild-type and seven mutant 
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strains in continuous culture [Khodayari et al. 2014]. Although several aforementioned 
models have been concentrated on enzymatic and/or TF activity, but those models also 
focused any fixed culture condition. Also, they have some flaws, for example, many kinetic 
parameters need to be changed for knockout simulations, or, simulations cannot be run at all.  
Among many biological systems, Escherichia coli central carbon metabolism has 
been broadly modeled [Kurata et al. 2014], because of (1) E. coli is the most-studied 
organism and widely used to produce useful materials in the industry; and (2) whose, all 
catabolic and biosynthetic processes of the central carbon metabolism (which is the basis of 
the preserved phenomenon of life and the hub) are built. Therefore, our main objective of this 
study to develop a new in silico model for the central carbon metabolic pathway of E. coli.   
1.3 Statement of the problems 
As we mentioned that, at yet many kinetic models of E.coli have been presented. Among 
those, we focus on some latest and important kinetic model (Kotte, Usuda, Kadir, Peskov, 
Matsuoka and Mannan model). 
Kotte et al. (2010)  constructed a kinetic model of the central metabolic pathway of E.coli 
with enzymatic and TF activity. But, they did not compare their simulation result with 
experimental data. Usuda et al. (2010) also built a kinetic model of the central metabolic 
pathway of E.coli with enzymatic and TF activity. Their model accurately reproduces the 
experimental data, but the estimation of cell growth is considered constant, which would 
relax the parameter estimation problem. Kadir et al. (2010) made a kinetic model to 
reproduce the dynamics of WT and genetic mutants in both batch and continuous cultures. 
Generally, dynamic modelling require a unique set of parameter at different condition, but 
Kadir model requires readjustment of the  parameter values to each culture or each genetic 
mutant. Peskov et al. (2012) proposed a detail kinetic model of E.coli using constant values 
for the specific growth rate. In 2013, the Matsuoka model reproduced experimental data on 
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substrates and cell growth in the early phase, but it failed in the late phase as well as 
experimental validation remained insufficient. More recently, Mannan et al. (2015) construct 
a detail kinetic model using a constant growth function in continuous culture. 
A brief comparison between those models and our presented model [Jahan et al. 2016] is 
shown in Table 1.1. 
Table 1.1 - Comparison of the previous models with our presented model.  
Model Kotte 
(2010) 
Usuda 
(2010) 
kadir 
(2010) 
Peskov 
(2012) 
Matsuoka 
(2013) 
Mannan 
(2015) 
Jahan  
(2016) 
 
 
Path-
way 
Glyco-
lysis 
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ 
TCA √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 
PP × √ √ √ √ √ √ 
ED × × × √ × × √ 
 Gene 
expression 
√ √ × × × × √ 
No of TF 4 5 × × × × 4 
No of TF & 
Metabolite 
complex 
3 × × × × × 3 
 Culture 
condition  
Batch Batch 
Batch 
+ 
Continuous 
Continuous Batch Continuous 
Batch 
+ 
Continuous 
 Growth 
function 
Carbon 
source 
ODs 
equation 
Carbon 
source 
+ 
ATP 
production 
Constant 
Carbon 
source 
+ 
ATP 
production 
Constant 
ATP 
production 
 No of gene 
knockout 
× 1 3+2 1 2 × 2 
 
1.4 Thesis objectives 
To overcame the intrinsic limitations of existing kinetic models, we developed a detailed 
kinetic model for the central carbon metabolism of E. coli in both batch and continuous 
cultures [Jahan et al. 2016], which includes the glycolysis pathway, tricarboxylic acid cycle, 
pentose phosphate pathway, entner-doudoroff pathway, anaplerotic pathway, glyoxylate 
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shunt, oxidative phosphorylation, phosphotransferase system (Pts), non-pts, and metabolic 
gene regulations by four protein transcription factors: cAMP receptor, catabolite 
repressor/activator, pyruvate dehydrogenase complex repressor, and acetate operon repressor. 
The kinetic equations are extracted from literatures and the kinetic parameters were estimated 
by a constrained optimization method on a supercomputer. The model accurately reproduced 
the dynamics of the wild-type and two genetic mutants (∆pgi, ∆pykF) in a batch culture and 
more fitted with high dilution rate experimental data at continuous culture. We estimated a 
specific growth and predicted the effects of multilayer regulations (gene regulation by TFs, 
and allosteric regulation) on central carbon metabolism, and provided rationally designed 
fast-growing cells based on understandings of molecular processes. 
1.5 Layout of the thesis 
This section takes on a general review of the PhD thesis, which organized into five 
chapters. 
The present chapter provides a general introduction, reviews of the literatures, 
limitation of the existing models, objective of our study and the layout of the PhD thesis. 
The living cell is complex and the central metabolism plays a vital role for the energy 
homeostasis of the cell. In chapter 2, we describe the details background regarding the 
central metabolism and control of the metabolic regulation. To reconstruct and predict 
complex cellular system, mathematical models most valuable tools. In this chapter, we also 
discuss detail three major mathematical approaches (structural, stoichiometric and kinetic) to 
metabolic modelling.  
Several kinetic models have been proposed, but they have some flaws. To overcome 
those problems we proposed a new detailed kinetic model for E.coli. In chapter 3, we discuss 
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details about our proposed kinetic mode, parameter estimation and the calculation way of the 
correlation and virtual mutant.  
We compared our simulation result with many experimental data and predict 
multilayer regulations (gene regulation by TFs, and allosteric regulation) effects on 
metabolism, which shown detailed in chapter 4. Although, our model produces very good 
experimental results, but still it has some clash with experimental data. In this chapter we also 
mention some reason of the discrepancy between simulation and experimental data. 
We give the conclusion and future research interest in chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
Background 
 
2.1 Systems biology 
As we know, living systems are dynamic and complex, and it’s may difficult to 
prophesy their behavior. At the present day, one of the greatest challenges is the 
understanding of the complex cellular system. Systems biology is the study of systems of 
biological components such as molecules, cells, organisms or entire species. This means, 
systems biology is a whole-istic approach to system-level understanding of biology [Chong 
and Ray 2002]. System-level understanding is not a new theme in biology [Bertalanffy 1969; 
Wiener 1948].  The most important reason  of renewed interested today because of  genome 
sequencing and high-throughput measurements which providing  new data on the underlying 
molecules to making the in silico model of an organism envisionable [Kitano 2002]. To 
understand biology at the system level, we need to understand the dynamics and function of a 
cell, as well as higher levels of biological organization, we need to recognize, the included 
components plus their relations, interactions and behavior over time under various conditions 
[Kitano 2002]. Finally, this info can be combined in a model which not only consistent with 
the current knowledge, but also offers new insights and predictions. The researchers allowed 
the ‘high-throughput’ approaches to simultaneously observe the behavior of large numbers of 
different molecular species. The objective of systems biology is the understanding of network 
behavior, particularly their dynamic phases, which strongly demands the application of 
mathematical modeling to connect with experiment [Cassman 2005]. The strategy of systems 
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biology is dependent on interactive cycles of predictions and experimentation. An overview 
of systems biology is shown in Figure 2.1. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1 - An overview of systems biology. 
Systems Biology takes a different approach and attempts to integrate the biological 
knowledge to understand how the molecules act together within the network of interaction 
that create life. Systems Biology being opened worldwide and  research collaborations taking 
together skill in mathematics, information science and biology being funded. However, 
systems biology is necessary and mathematical modeling is a powerful tool of understand  
systems biology in principle.  
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2.2 Central metabolism and control of metabolic regulation / Metabolic regulation 
control 
In a living cell or organism, many chemical processes occurring, which are important 
for maintenance of life. The central function of all cells is metabolism,  which is a highly 
dynamic process plus an extremely branched network of intracellular chemical reactions and 
by which a living organism uses food to obtain energy. Because of this metabolism, life and 
proliferation in all living organisms are uninterrupted. It carries many intracellular 
compounds such as metabolites, enzymes, nucleotides, cofactors, redox [(NAD(P)(H)], and 
energy (ATP) to participate in many anabolic (energy requiring process)  and catabolic 
(energy releasing process) reactions [Altintas et al. 2006]. To generate precursors, energy and 
cofactors from the biosynthesis of macromolecules, the uptake and initial breakdown of 
nutrients into common intermediates is connected by so called Bow-tie structure (Figure 2.2) 
[Csete and Doyle 2004; Sauer 2006]. For the energy homeostasis of the cell, central 
metabolism plays a vital role. Central metabolism, provides energy, mainly in the form of 
ATP and redox cofectors such as NADH and NADPH. ATP is also known as the ‘energy 
currency’  of the cell. Both redox cofactors NAD(P)H and ATP are involved in regulatory 
mechanisms, for controlling main cellular processes [Krapp et al. 2011; Schneider et al. 
2002]. Undoubtedly, central metabolism is at the core of cellular function. The reactions of 
central metabolism are highly conserved amongst all species from single cell prokaryotic 
microbes such as Escherichia coli to multicellular eukaryotic organisms such as humans. For 
the microbe E. coli, the subject of study in the presented thesis, key metabolic pathways are: 
the Embden-Meyerhof-Parnas (EMP pathway or glycolysis) pathway, the pentose phosphate 
(PP) pathway, the Entner-Douderoff (ED) pathway, the tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA cycle), 
the glyoxylate shunt and anaplerotic reactions (Figure 4.1) [Keseler et al. 2005; Neidhardt 
FC et al. 1996; Schlegel 1969]. A detailed Metabolic systems are typically controlled by 
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multilayer regulations comprising gene expressions, enzyme modifications and allosteric 
reactions. The first is the synthesis or degradation of an enzyme. The second is the regulation 
of an enzyme activity by chemical modifications such as phosphorylation, methylation, and 
adenylylation. The third is the regulation by allosteric metabolites. It is hard to directly 
measure those magnitudes in vivo. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2 - The organization of cellular metabolism. Left side: Cellular metabolism is 
tightly embedded into the hierarchies of cellular organization. Right side: Bow-tie structure 
2.2.1 Gene expression 
In the cell, one of the most strongly controlled processes is gene expression, which 
ensure that cells produce the right amount of proteins when they need them. Gene regulation 
controls the rate and manner of gene expression and, therefore, virtually all processes in the 
cell are influenced. To assure the correct cell function for survival, it is essential that certain 
genes are kept at their adequate expression levels at definite times and in certain cell types 
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[Karlebach and Shamir 2008; Schlitt and Brazma 2007]. Extensively, the process of gene 
expression encloses gene transcription into an mRNA molecule, which is next translated into 
a protein. The encoded proteins may then participate in the metabolic network by catalyzing 
chemical reactions, act as transcription factors (TFs) which liable for inducing and 
suppressing gene expression. Gene regulation can occur at any point during gene expression. 
2.2.2 Enzyme modification 
The best known example of protein modification involves phosphorylation/ 
dephosphorylation. Phosphorylation/ dephosphorylation refers to the addition/ removal  of a 
phosphate group to a protein or other molecule, respectively. Phosphate groups cause a 
conformational change in the protein that opens or closes the active site of the regulated 
protein. Sometimes adding the group closes the active site and inhibits the protein, and for 
other proteins, adding the group will open the active site. A variety of enzymes in the cell  
catalyze the transfer of phosphates to proteins. Though the variety is large, all of these 
enzymes share certain characteristics and drop into one class, so-called protein kinases.  
2.2.3 Allosteric regulation 
Enzymes have a part, name the active site, where they bind substrates, and turn them 
into products. Many enzymes have other parts, so-called allosteric sites, found in a different 
place from the active site. Instead of substrate, an allosteric site binds another molecule that 
affects the enzyme regulation. When a molecule binds an allosteric site, it changes the 
enzyme's shape or conformation. This change in shape can open or close up the active site to 
respectively activate or inhibit the activity of the protein. The same regulator not only 
activate one protein, but also alongside inhibit a different protein. The activity of an enzyme 
can be more tightly regulated with allosteric regulation. Allosteric regulation leads to a 
change in the graphic nature of enzyme activity.  
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2.3 Mathematical approaches to metabolic modelling  
A model is an illustration of any object or a system. An important indication is that a 
model is not the real object/system, only a human construct to help us to understand real 
object/systems. Too complex biological system described by models and solved analytically 
(usually solved numerically) to predict the response of a biological system [Fischer 2008]. 
One of the charming aims of systems biology is build-up a mathematical model to uncover 
emergent properties, whose theoretical description is only possible using mathematical 
techniques which be concerned under the systems biology [Ahmed 2008]. Mathematical 
models are systematically upgraded or reformed to accommodating with new experimental 
data as well as enhancing the validation or prediction of metabolic networks and their 
dynamic behaviors [Borodina and Nielsen 2005; Wiback et al. 2004]. Mathematical 
approaches to metabolic modelling are classified into three forms: structural, stoichiometric 
and kinetic (Figure 2.3) [Stelling 2004].  
2.3.1 Interaction-based method 
The topological analysis of a metabolic network is the outline of the interaction 
(links) between the components (nodes), which is static and does not depend on interaction 
strengths like as stoichiometry, parameters. Interaction-based model uses this analysis, make 
metabolic maps culled in the KEGG database and transformed into a graph. Metabolic graph 
representation focous on bipartite graphs, which categorized by two sets of separate nodes 
(nodes indicate the metabolites, reactions demonstrating by the interconnection of nodes). 
Petri net (PN) is a special kind of bipartite graph, which utilized for the modeling, simulation 
and analysis of the structural and behavioral properties of complex systems. Interaction-based 
approaches underlined the presence of modules and considered as a simplified demonstration 
of the biological process. It easily identifies hubs (extremely joined nodes in the network), as 
well as the metabolites and reactions [Hopkins 2008].  
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Figure 2.3 - Approaches of mathematical modeling [Stelling 2004]. 
2.3.2 Constraint-based method 
The concept of constraints based modelling is narrate of a biological system by a set 
of constraints. The stoichiometry matrix is the preliminary point of constraint-based modeling. 
Each row and column in the matrix relate to a metabolite and a reaction, respectively. 
Constraint based modeling assumes a set of constraints on reaction fluxes and provides a 
steady-state description of metabolic behavior. There are many well defined constraints by 
which different types of biological networks are bound [Price et al. 2004]. By the laws of 
physics and chemistry, physico-chemical constraints are imposed on all biological systems, 
as well as conservation of mass and energy, diffusion, and thermodynamics. To make specific 
quantitative predictions it demands some sort of network. Though the objectives of a cell are 
usually unknown, the assumption of optimal microbial growth holds in most cases. One of 
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the broadly used constraint-based approach is flux balance analysis (FBA) (perhaps the 
originator of all constraint-based computational methods) which particularly used for the 
genome-scale metabolic network reconstructions that have been constructed in the last 
decenniad [Duarte et al. 2007; Feist et al. 2007; Feist and Palsson 2008; Oberhardt et al. 
2009].  
2.3.3 Mechanism- based method 
To realize a detailed understanding of cellular processes, mechanism-based (usually 
defined by differential equations) models are thought the best expected contestants. To 
represent metabolic processes in terms of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) is the most 
straightforward and noted approach to metabolic modeling. Details kinetic of reaction 
mechanisms and their related kinetic parameters are used in a mass balance equation, which 
describe the changes of the metabolite concentrations. Such dynamic models can help to 
express precise, experimentally testable hypotheses. Although, for the large metabolic 
networks, the usual absence of quantitative parameters symbolizes a bound to an extensive 
use of this approach. For the parameter value estimation or the characterization of the 
parameter space, several attempts have been proposed [Murabito et al. 2011; Steuer et al. 
2006; Wang and Hatzimanikatis 2006]. Interaction-based and constraint-based models are 
broadly used for the study of metabolism and ignore most of the quantitative and kinetic 
information. On the other hand, the mechanism-based model prophesy the molecular level 
function of biological systems. 
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CHAPTER 3  
 
Methodology  
3.1 Kinetic model 
To overcome the intrinsic problems of the existing kinetic models, we construct a 
detailed kinetic model for the central carbon metabolism of E. coli in both batch and 
continuous cultures. The kinetic model for both batch or continuous culture is written by 
follows: 
1 2( , , , )
dX
X DX
dt
  x x y p                                                                                          (1) 
1 2( ) ( , , , )feed
d
D X
dt
  
y
y y g x x y p                                                                (2) 
1
1 2( , , , )
d
dt

x
f x x y p                                                                                                      (3) 
2 1( , , )x h x y p                                                                                                             (4) 
Where Dilution rate, D makes the difference between batch and continuous cultures. When 
dilution rate, D is set to zero, it indicates the batch culture. X is the cell concentration in a 
reactor, 1x  is the vector of 50 time-varying molecule (metabolite, enzyme, Pts protein) 
concentrations, solved by differential equations, 2x  is the vector of the ancillary variables 
including intracellular protein (TF and TF-metabolite complex) concentrations, solved by 
algebraic equations, y is the vector of extracellular substrate (glucose and acetate) 
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concentrations, feedy  is the substrate concentration vector of the feed, p is the vector of 341 
kinetic or constant parameters,  1 2( , , , ) x x y p is the specific growth rate, 1 2( , , , )g x x y p  is the 
function vector of specific substrate (glucose and acetate) uptake rates, 1 2( , , , )f x x y p  is the 
function vector of mass balance equations with respect to 1x , and 1( , , )h x y p  is the function 
for solving 2x . The IclR concentration is set to a constant.  
3.1.1 Differential and algebraic equations 
The detailed differential equations for metabolites and enzymes are shown in Table 
3.1. 
Table 3. 1 - Differential equations. 
Differential equation 
,
[ ]
growth D X
d X
v v
dt
   
4, ,, ,
[ ]
feed ex
ex
Pts medium Nonpts mediumD GLC D GLC
d GLC
v v v v
dt
     
, ,
[ ]
Nonpts E Glk D GLC
d GLC
v v v
dt
    
4 , , , 6 , 6 , 6
[ 6 ]
  Pts E Glk E Pgi E G pdh D G P BM G P
d G P
v v v
dt
         
, , , , , , 6 , 6
[ 6 ]
 E Pgi E TktB E Tal E Fbp E Pfk D F P BM F P
d F P
v v
dt
            
, , , ,
[ ]
E Pfk E Fba E Fbp D FBP
d FBP
v v
dt
      
, , , , , , , ,
[ ]
2 E Fba E TktA E TktB E Eda E Tal E Gapdh D GAP BM GAP
d GAP
v v
dt
              
, , , , 1 , , ,
[ ]
E Gapdh E Pck E Pps E Pyk Pts E Ppc D PEP BM PEP
d PEP
v
dt
               
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, 1 , , , , , ,
[ ]
E Pyk Pts E Mez E Eda E Pdh E Pps D PYR BM PYR
d PYR
v
dt
               
, , , , , , ,
[ ]
E Pdh E Acs E Cs E Ms E Pta D AcCoA BM AcCoA
d AcCoA
v
dt
             
, , ,
[ ]
E Pta E Ack D AcP
d AcP
v
dt
     
, , , , ,
[ ]
ex
ex
E Ack medium E Acs medium D ACE
d ACE
v v v
dt
    
, , , ,
[ ]
E Cs E Icdh E Icl D ICIT
d ICIT
v
dt
       
, , , ,
[ ]
E Icdh E kgdh D KG BM KG
d KG
v
dt   

       
, , , , ,
[ ]
E kgdh E Icl E Sdh D SUC BM SUC
d SUC
v
dt 
         
, , , ,
[ ]
E Sdh E Fum D FUM BM FUM
d FUM
v
dt
       
, , , , ,
[ ]
E Fum E Ms E Mdh E Mez D MAL
d MAL
v
dt
         
, , , , , ,
[ ]
E Mdh E Ppc E Pck E Cs D OAA BM OAA
d OAA
v
dt
           
, , ,
[ ]
E Icl E Ms D GOX
d GOX
v
dt
     
, 6 , ,6
[6 ]
E G pdh E Pgl D PGL
d PGL
v
dt
     
, ,6 , ,6
[6 ]
E Pgl E Pgdh E Edd D PG
d PG
v
dt
       
, , ,
[ ]
E Edd E Eda D KDPG
d KDPG
v
dt
     
,6 , 5 , 5 , 5
[ 5 ]
E Pgdh E Ru p E R pi D RU P
d RU P
v v v v
dt
     
, 5 , , 5 , 5
[ 5 ]
E R pi E TktA D R P BM R P
d R P
v v v v
dt
     
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, 5 , , , 5
[ 5 ]
E Ru p E TktA E TktB D X P
d X P
v
dt
       
, , , 7
[ 7 ]
E TktA E Tal D S P
d S P
v
dt
     
, , , 4 , 4
[ 4 ]
E Tal E TktB D E P BM E P
d E P
v
dt
       
, , ,
[ ]
degrE Cya E cAMP D cAMP
d cAMP
v
dt
     
1 4
[ - ]
Pts Pts
d EIIA P
v v
dt
   
, ,
[ ]
G glk D Glk
d Glk
v v
dt
   
, ,
[ ]
G pfkA D Pfk
d Pfk
v v
dt
   
, ,
[ ]
G fbp D Fbp
d Fbp
v v
dt
   
, ,
[ ]
G fbaA D Fba
d Fba
v v
dt
   
, ,
[ ]
G gapA D Gapdh
d Gapdh
v v
dt
   
, ,
[ ]
G pykF D Pyk
d Pyk
v v
dt
   
, ,
[ ]
G ppsA D Pps
d Pps
v v
dt
   
, ,
[ ]
G pdh D Pdh
d Pdh
v v
dt
   
, ,
[ ]
G acs D Acs
d Acs
v v
dt
   
, ,
[ ]
G gltA D Cs
d Cs
v v
dt
   
, , - , - ,
[ ]
G icdA E AceK ph E AceK ki D Icdh
d Icdh
v v v v
dt
     
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, - , - , -
[ - ]
E AceK ki E AceK ph D Icdh P
d Icdh P
v v v
dt
    
, ,
[ ]
G sucAB D kgdh
d kgdh
v v
dt 

   
, ,
[ ]
G sdhCDAB D Sdh
d Sdh
v v
dt
   
, ,
[ ]
G fumABC D Fum
d Fum
v v
dt
   
, ,
[ ]
G mdh D Mdh
d Mdh
v v
dt
   
, ,
[ ]
G maeB D Mez
d Mez
v v
dt
   
, ,
[ ]
G pckA D Pck
d Pck
v v
dt
   
, ,
[ ]
G ppc D Ppc
d Ppc
v v
dt
   
, ,
[ ]
G aceA D Icl
d Icl
v v
dt
   
, ,
[ ]
G aceB D Ms
d Ms
v v
dt
   
, ,
[ ]
G aceK D AceK
d AceK
v v
dt
   
 
Here ,E  , ,G  and ,D   imply the enzymatic, gene expression and dilution rate equation 
for the corresponding enzyme and gene, respectively. For intracellular protein (TF and TF-
metabolite complex), we use algebraic equation, which shown in Table 3.2. 
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Table 3. 2 - Algebraic equations. 
Equation Unit Reference 
_
[ ]
[ ]
ex
GLC ex
Pts GLC
GLC
GLC K
 

 - [Kotte et al. 2010] 
 
_
[ ]
1
[ ]
ex
ACE GLCex
Acs ACE
ACE
ACE K
  

 - [Kotte et al. 2010] 
10 pHH     
 M - 
     -totalEIIA EIIA EIIA P   mM - 
 
  
 
-
- -
-
-
Crp cAMP
Crp cAMP Crp cAMP
n
total
n n
Crp cAMP
Crp cAMP
Crp cAMP
cAMP K


 mM Derived based on [Kotte et 
al. 2010] 
   [ ] -totalCrp Crp Crp cAMP   mM - 
 
  
 
-
- -
-
-
Cra FBP
Cra FBP Cra FBP
n
total
n n
Cra FBP
Cra FBP
Cra FBP
FBP K


 mM Derived based on [Kotte et 
al. 2010] 
   [ ] -totalCra Cra Cra FBP   mM - 
 
  
 
-
- -
-
-
PdhR PYR
PdhR PYR PdhR PYR
n
total
n n
PdhR PYR
PdhR PYR
PdhR PYR
PYR K


 mM Derived based on [Kotte et 
al. 2010] 
   [ ] -totalPdhR PdhR PdhR PYR   mM - 
 , , , , ( / )NADH E Gapdh E Pdh E kgdh E MdhOP P O         mM h
-1 [Kadir et al. 2010] 
2 ,
( / ) FADH E SdhOP P O    mM h
-1 [Kadir et al. 2010] 
2 , , , , ,
, , , , , - ,
ATP NADH FADH E Glk E Pfk E Gapdh E Pyk E Pps
E Ack E Acs E kgdh E Pck E AceK ki E Cya
v OP OP v v v v v
v v v v v v
      
     
 mM h-1 Developed based on [Kadir 
et al. 2010] 
ATP ATPk v   h-1 Assumed 
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3.1.2 Rate equations 
In the proposed model, the enzymatic, gene expression and dilution rate equation are 
collected from several literature. The detailed enzymatic, gene expression and dilution rate 
equation are  shown in the Appendix, Table A.1. The detailed parameters value are presented 
in the Appendix, Table A.2. 
3.1.3 Initial concentration and constant component 
All molecule concentrations are represented in molar concentration (mM), which 
shown in Table 3.3. We classify the initial value into three classes. Where Class I, II and III 
indicate the measured value, estimated value by reference and assumed value by this paper, 
respectively. 
Table 3. 3 - Initial Concentration (Class I: Measured, Class II: Estimated by reference, Class 
III: Assumed by this paper, ‘-’: Fixed, i.e. not optimized). 
Name Description Initial value Unit Class Reference Optimized 
value (used in 
simulation) 
X Biomass 0.012 gDW LCulture-1 - [Toya et al. 
2010] 
0.012 
GLCex External glucose 22.5 mM - [Toya et al. 
2010] 
22.5 
GLC Internal glucose 3.48 mM III Assumed 2.85 
G6P Glucose-6-phosphate 3.48 mM I [Chassagnole et 
al. 2002] 
3.48 
F6P Fructose-6-phosphate 0.6 mM I [Chassagnole et 
al. 2002] 
0.57 
FBP Fructose-1,6-bisphosphate 15 mM I [Bennett et al. 
2009] 
15.03 
GAP Glycelaldehyde-3-phosphate 0.218 mM I [Chassagnole et 
al. 2002] 
0.218 
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PEP Phosphoenol pyruvate 0.18 mM I [Bennett et al. 
2009] 
0.40 
PYR Pyruvate 2.67 mM I [Chassagnole et 
al. 2002] 
1.77 
AcCoA Acetyl-CoA 0.61 mM I [Bennett et al. 
2009] 
0.612 
AcP Acetyl phosphate 1.1 mM I [Bennett et al. 
2009] 
1.10 
ACEex External acetate 0 mM - [Toya et al. 
2010] 
0 
ICIT Isocitrate 0.17 mM I [Buchholz et al. 
2002] 
0.11 
αKG α-Ketoglutarate 0.44 mM I [Bennett et al. 
2009] 
0.44 
SUC Succinate 0.57 mM I [Bennett et al. 
2009] 
0.57 
FUM Fumarate 0.12 mM I [Bennett et al. 
2009] 
0.12 
MAL Malate 1.7 mM I [Bennett et al. 
2009] 
1.43 
OAA Oxaloacetate 0.68 mM I [Buchholz et al. 
2002] 
0.65 
GOX Glyoxylate 0.10 mM II [Usuda et al. 
2010] 
0.08 
6PGL 6-Phosphogluconolactone 1 mM III Assumed 1.61 
6PG 6-Phosphogluconate 3.8 mM I [Bennett et al. 
2009] 
3.46 
KDPG 2-Keto-3-deoxy-6-
phosphogluconate 
1 mM III Assumed 1.04 
RU5P Ribulose-5-phosphate 0.111 mM II [Chassagnole et 
al. 2002] 
0.16 
R5P Ribose-5-phosphate 0.398 mM II [Chassagnole et 
al. 2002] 
0.398 
X5P Xylulose-5-phosphate 0.138 mM II [Chassagnole et 
al. 2002] 
0.188 
S7P Sedoheptulose-7-phosphate 0.276 mM II [Chassagnole et 
al. 2002] 
0.066 
E4P Erythrose-4-phosphate 0.098 mM II [Chassagnole et 
al. 2002] 
0.097 
cAMP Cyclic AMP 0.035 mM I [Bennett et al. 
2009] 
0.019 
EIIA-P Phosphorylated Pts protein 
EIIA 
0.0731 mM II [Usuda et al. 
2010] 
0.014 
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Glk Glucokinase 1.42e-03 mM III Assumed 3.0e-03 
Pfk Phosphofructokinase 1.42e-03 mM I [Kotlarz and Buc 
1982] 
1.4e-03 
Fbp Fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase  2.55e-04 mM I [Babul and 
Guixe 1983] 
2.97e-04 
Fba Fructose-1,6-bisphosphate 
aldolase class II 
0.0309 mM I [Baldwin et al. 
1978] 
0.023 
Gapdh Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate 
dehydrogenase 
0.0356 mM I [Hillman 1979] 0.040 
Pyk Pyruvate kinase I 2.75e-03 mM I [Malcovati and 
Valentini 1982] 
2.88e-03 
Pps Phosphoenolpyruvate 
synthase 
3.86e-03 mM I [Berman and 
Cohn 1970] 
3.86e-03 
Pdh Pyruvate dehydrogenase 3.32e-04 mM I [Visser and 
Strating 1982] 
5.30e-04 
Acs Acetyl coenzyme A 
synthetase 
2.84e-04 mM II [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
1.68e-04 
Cs Citrate synthase 3.68e-03 mM I [Faloona and 
Srere 1969] 
2.78e-03 
Icdh Isocitrate dehydrogenase 0.119 mM I [Garnak and 
Reeves 1979] 
0.172 
Icdh-P phosphorylated isocitrate 
dehydrogenase 
0.119 mM I [Garnak and 
Reeves 1979] 
0.119 
αkgdh α-Keto-D-gluconate 
dehydrogenase 
1.76e-03 mM I [Reed and 
Mukherjee 
1969] 
2.6e-03 
Sdh Succinate dehydrogenase 0.0508 mM I [Kita et al. 1989] 0.059 
Fum Fumarase 2.10e-03 mM I [Flint 1994] 2.1e-03 
Mdh Malate dehydrogenase 0.0144 mM I [Sutherland and 
McAlister-Henn 
1985] 
7.3e-03 
Mez Malic enzyme 1.87e-04 mM I [Iwakura et al. 
1979] 
1.87e-04 
Pck Phosphoenolpyruvate 
carboxykinase 
1.08e-03 mM I [Goldie and 
Sanwal 1980] 
6.7e-04 
Ppc Phosphoenolpyruvate 
carboxylase 
1.89e-06 mM I [Wohl and 
Markus 1972] 
3.42e-06 
Icl Isocitrate Lyase 0.0120 mM I [MacKintosh 
and Nimmo 
1988] 
0.012 
Ms Malate synthase  3.61e-03 mM I [Chung et al. 
1993] 
3.62e-03 
AceK Isocitrate dehydrogenase 
phosphatase/kinase 
3.61e-05 mM I [Chung et al. 
1993] 
2.86e-05 
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In our model, coenzyme concentration and total concentration of transcription factors are 
considered constant. The detail of the constant component of our model is shown in Table 
3.4. Like as initial concentration we also classify the constant component into three classes. 
 
Table 3. 4 - Constant components (Class I: Measured, Class II: Estimated by reference, Class 
III: Assumed by this paper, ‘-’: Fixed, i.e. not optimized). 
Name Description Value Unit Class Reference 
GLCfeed Glucose concentration in 
feeding medium  
0 for batch culture and 22.2 
for continuous culture 
mM - [Toya et al. 2010] 
ATP Adenosine-5-triphosphate 9.6 mM - [Bennett et al. 2009] 
ADP Adenosine-5-diphosphate 0.56 mM - [Bennett et al. 2009] 
AMP Adenosine-5-
monophosphate 
0.28 mM - [Bennett et al. 2009] 
NAD Nicotinamide adenine 
dinucleotide 
2.6 mM - [Bennett et al. 2009] 
NADH Nicotinamide adenine 
dinucleotide reduced 
0.083 mM - [Bennett et al. 2009] 
NADP Dihydronicotinamide 
adenine dinucleotide 
phosphate 
2.1e-03 mM - [Bennett et al. 2009] 
NADPH Dihydronicotinamide 
adenine dinucleotide 
phosphate reduced 
0.12 mM - [Bennett et al. 2009] 
CoA Coenzyme A 1.4 mM - [Bennett et al. 2009] 
Pi Inorganic phosphate 10 mM - [Wanner 1996] 
EIIAtotal Total concentration of EIIA 0.0769 mM - [Scholte et al. 1981] 
Crptotal Total concentration of Crp 0.0115 mM - [Ishizuka et al. 1993] 
Cratotal Total concentration of Cra 3.00e-04 mM - [Usuda et al. 2010] 
PdhRtotal Total concentration of PdhR 6.66e-05 mM - [Quail and Guest 1995] 
IclRtotal Total concentration of IclR 8.30e-05 mM - [Usuda et al. 2010] 
pH Intracellular pH 7.5 - - [Peskov et al. 2012] 
aceBAK_DNA  DNA concentration 5.15e-07 mM - [Volkmer and 
Heinemann 2011] 
 
3.1.4  Biomass of the intracellular metabolite  
The biomass flux for the intracellular metabolites are estimated from the twelve 
pioneer metabolites (G6P, F6P, GAP, PEP, PYR, AcCoA, αKG, SUC, FUM, OAA, R5P, 
E4P), which imply as follows: 
  , _ _ _ _BM GLC BM GLC ACE BM ACEk k                                         (5) 
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Here    indicates the corresponding metabolite and _ _BM GLCk  , _ _BM ACEk   are the 
first order rate constants. GLC  and ACE  are the weights that show, which carbon source is 
available at a moment, given by: 
_
[ ]
[ ]
ex
GLC ex
Pts GLC
GLC
GLC K
 

                                                                                                (6a)                                                                                    
 
_
[ ]
1
[ ]
ex
ACE GLCex
Acs ACE
ACE
ACE K
  

                                                                                    (6b) 
where _Pts GLCK and _Acs ACEK  are the affinity constant. 
The detailed rate equations for twelve pioneer metabolites are shown in Table 3.5. 
Table 3. 5 - Rate equations for twelve pioneer metabolites. 
Rate equation Reference 
  , 6 _ _ 6 _ _ 6 6BM G P GLC BM GLC G P ACE BM ACE G Pk k G P     [Kotte et al. 2010] 
  , 6 _ _ 6 _ _ 6 6BM F P GLC BM GLC F P ACE BM ACE F Pk k F P     [Kotte et al. 2010] 
  , _ _ _ _BM GAP GLC BM GLC GAP ACE BM ACE GAPk k GAP     [Kotte et al. 2010] 
  , _ _ _ _BM PEP GLC BM GLC PEP ACE BM ACE PEPk k PEP     [Kotte et al. 2010] 
  , _ _ _ _BM PYR GLC BM GLC PYR ACE BM ACE PYRk k PYR     [Kotte et al. 2010] 
  , _ _ _ _BM AcCoA GLC BM GLC AcCoA ACE BM ACE AcCoAk k AcCoA     [Kotte et al. 2010] 
  , _ _ _ _BM KG GLC BM GLC KG ACE BM ACE KGk k KG        [Kotte et al. 2010] 
  , _ _ _ _BM SUC GLC BM GLC SUC ACE BM ACE SUCk k SUC     [Kotte et al. 2010] 
  , _ _ _ _BM FUM GLC BM GLC FUM ACE BM ACE FUMk k FUM     [Kotte et al. 2010] 
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  , _ _ _ _BM OAA GLC BM GLC OAA ACE BM ACE OAAk k OAA     [Kotte et al. 2010] 
  , 5 _ _ 5 _ _ 5 5BM R P GLC BM GLC R P ACE BM ACE R Pk k R P     Derived based on [Kotte et al. 2010] 
  , 4 _ _ 4 _ _ 4 4BM E P GLC BM GLC E P ACE BM ACE E Pk k E P     Derived based on [Kotte et al. 2010] 
3.1.5  Cell growth rate estimation 
Specific cell growth rate linearly correlates with the specific ATP production rate 
[Kadir et al. 2010; Matsuoka and Shimizu 2013; Toya et al. 2010]. Based on this 
assumption,we calculate the specific cell growth rate by follows: 
,ATP ATPk v                                                                                                            (7) 
where ATPv is the specific ATP production flux computed by Eq. (7) and ATPk is the adjustable 
constant. The total ATP production flux is calculated by the following equation:  
2 , , , , ,
, , , , , - ,
ATP NADH FADH E Glk E Pfk E Gapdh E Pyk E Pps
E Ack E Acs E kgdh E Pck E AceK ki E Cya
v OP OP v v v v v
v v v v v v
      
     
          (8) 
NADHOP and 2FADHOP are given as a hint of the specific ATP production fluxes over oxidative 
phosphorylation as follows: 
 , , , , ( / )NADH E Gapdh E Pdh E kgdh E MdhOP P O                                    (9a) 
2 ,
( / ) FADH E SdhOP P O                                                                                                                                (9b) 
Where ( / )P O  and ( / ) P O   notifies the phosphate/oxygen () ratios under aerobic condition 
for NADH and FADH2, respectively.  
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3.2 Parameter estimation 
Since in vivo many kinetic parameter values are unknown, we estimate them so that 
our model can reproduce experimental behaviors. Most of experimental observations and 
biological information are qualitative and fragment. Due to the inherent properties of 
molecular components and immature measurement, they have uncertainty and considerable 
errors [Maeda et al. 2011; Maeda et al. 2013]. We handle those qualitative and error-prone 
data to reproduce experimental behaviors. 
This parameter estimation problem can be expressed as a constrained optimization problem: 
Minimize ( )f p ,                            (10a) 
Subject to ( )g p 0 ,                                        (10b) 
Where 1 2( , , , )np p p p  is a kinetic parameter vector, f is the objective function that 
evaluates the deviation between the estimated and literature-based parameters. 
1 2( , , , )mg g g g  is the constraint functions.  f is given by: 
1 10 2 10 3 10
   
( ) log log log
* * *
i i i
i i i
p Class I p Class II p Class IIIi i i
p p p
f
p p p
  
  
    p                             (11) 
Where, 1, 2, and 3 are the Penalty weights. As earlier, we mentioned that, we characterized 
parameters into three groups: Class I, II and III. Penalty weights 1, 2, and 3 are used for 
Class I, II and III, respectively. If the values of Class I parameters are drastically changed, 
large penalties are imposed ( 1 2 3 0     ). Therefore, such parameter values are unlikely 
to survive until the end of the optimization process. In order to solve the constrained 
optimization problem, we employed genetic algorithms (GAs) with UNDX [Ono and 
Kobayashi 1997] as a crossover method and Minimu Gap Generation (MGG) [Satoh et al. 
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1997] as a generation alternation method. The GA were parallelized using the Message assing 
Interface (MPI) on the super computer Shirokane3 (100 cores of Intel Xeon E5-2670 v3 
2.3GHz) provided by Human Genome Center, The University of Tokyo. We iterated ×107 
simulations to estimate 351 parameters using a genetic algorithm over 8 days with101 cores. 
The estimated parameters are presented in Table A.2. The fitness of the perameters values 
are presented in Figure 3.1, where the decreasing fitness line indicates that the difference 
between measured and estimated parameter values decreased.  
 
Figure 3.1 – The fitness of the parameter values. 
The visualization of the simulated results was performed using MATLAB R2014b. To 
deliver the model, we present the MATLAB code files, where ode15s is used. The employed 
computer is the Dell-Windows 7 Professional (Intel-R Core-TM i7-3770; CPU 3.40 GHz; 
Memory-RAM, 8.00 GB).  
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3.3 Correlation and virtual mutant calculate 
To show the consistency between simulated and experimental data, we calculate the 
Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) value. A high r value exhibits a high consistency. The 
Pearson’s correlation coefficient was calculated by: 
  
   
1
2 2
1 1
,
n
i i
i
n n
i i
i i
x x y y
r
x x y y

 
 

 

 
                    (12) 
where ix  is the simulated flux, iy  is the experimental flux, and n is the number of fluxes. 
x and y indicate the means of x and y calculated by the following equation: 
1
n
i
x
x
n


,     1
n
i
y
y
n


                                                                                               (13) 
The p-values are used for testing the hypothesis that the simulated and experimental fluxes 
are uncorrelated. (For example, reject the hypothesis at the 5% level of significance having 
p<0.05). 
We used mathematical comparisons between WT and "virtual" mutants where 
specific reactions are disabled [Kurata et al. 2006] for characterizing the behaviors of the 
model. In the virtual mutants, we alter the structure of the reaction network while the other 
kinetic parameters keeping unchanged. In this study, we erased the specific reactions: binding 
between TFs and metabolites, and allosteric binding between effector metabolites and an 
enzyme. To estimate the contribution of a specific regulation to the metabolite fluxes, we 
defined the synthesis ratio: 
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v dt
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v dt

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


                                                                   (14) 
Where TWT and TVM are the end time of the growth phase of WT and virtual mutants, 
respectively, ,WT enzymev  is the metabolic flux of WT, and ,VM enzymev  is the metabolic flux of a 
virtual mutant. A synthesis ratio one indicates there is no difference between WT and VM. A 
synthesis ratio greater than 1 ( synthesis ratio > 1) and less than 1 (synthesis ratio < 1) 
indicates that the virtual mutant respectively enhances and reduce the total metabolite 
synthesis by its associated enzyme during the growth phase.  
The parameter values of -Crp cAMPK , -Cra FBPK and -PdhR PYRK  in the equations of Crp-
cAMP, Cra-BP, PdhR-PYR respectively, are increased 105-fold to suppress TF-metabolite 
binding.  
To suppress the allosteric regulation of Pfk, Pyk, Cs, Pgi, Icl, Mez, Fbp, Ppc, we 
increased 105-fold the parameter values of KPfk_PEP for Pfk, KPyk_FBP for Pyk, KCs_αKG for Cs, 
KPgi_G6P_6pginh for Pgi, KIcl_PEP, KIcl_3PG, KIcl_αKG for Icl, KMez_AcCoA and KMez_cAMP for Mez, 
KFbp_PEP for Fbp,  KPpc_FBP for Ppc. 
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CHAPTER 4  
 
Results and Discussions 
 
4.1 Model construction 
We developed [Jahan et al. 2016] a metabolic and regulatory model for the central carbon 
metabolism of E. coli for both batch and continuous culture, which includes the glycolysis 
pathway, tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, pentose phosphate (PP) pathway, entner-doudoroff 
(ED) pathway, anaplerotic pathway, glyoxylate shunt, oxidative phosphorylation as well as 
phosphotransferase system (Pts) and non-pts pathway.  Transcriptional factors (TFs): cAMP 
receptor protein (Crp), catabolite repressor/activator (Cra) protein, pyruvate dehydrogenase 
complex repressor (PdhR) protein and acetate operon repressor (IclR) protein were employed 
to regulate metabolic gene expressions. The engaged network map is shown in Figure 4.1. 
The Crp protein is a transcriptional factor that regulates many genes involved in energy 
metabolism. The Cra protein activates expression of genes in the gluconeogenic pathway, 
glyoxylate shunt, and some of TCA cycle, and represses expression of genes encoding 
glycolytic enzymes. The detailed kinetic rate equations were derived from literatures. The 
kinetic model contains 27 metabolites, 22 enzymes and PTS protein, 38 fluxes, 21 gene 
expression and 12 biomass production rate equations for precursor intracellular metabolites. 
A series of experimental data [Toya et al. 2010], including cell growth, extracellular (glucose 
and acetate) plus intracellular metabolite concentrations and metabolic flux, were used to 
validate the proposed kinetic model.  
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Figure 4.1 - Considered metabolic pathway of E.coli. The solid line indicates activation and 
the dotted line indicates repression. 
To construct and validate of our model the employed training and testing datasets are 
presented in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 - Quantitative representation of the training and testing datasets.a 
 
 
 
 
 
Training 
datasets 
 
Culture 
Extracellular 
Components 
(Figure – 4.2) 
Intracellular 
Metabolites 
(Figure – 4.3) 
Intracellular Fluxes 
(Figure – 4.4) 
Condition # data Condition # data Condition # data 
 
 
Batch 
 
WT 12 WT 8 WT (5h, 6h, 7h) 25, 25, 25 
WT (8h,8.5h, 9h) 10,10,10 
∆pykF 10 ∆pykF 5 ∆PykF (5h,6h, 7h) 25, 25, 25 
∆pgi 18 ∆pgi 6 ∆Pgi (16h, 21h, 23h) 28, 28, 28 
∆ppc 23     
 
 
 
 
Testing 
datasets 
 
 
 
 
Continuous 
 
Dilution 
rate (D) 
(Figure-4.7) 
# data  
0.2 38  
0.4 38  
0.5 38  
0.7 38  
a The training datasets were used for model construction. The testing datasets were used for 
model validation. 
 
The difference between experimental and simulation result data are presented by phi line in 
Figure 4.2. The phi line indicates the difference between experimental and simulation result 
data, which is very small. 
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Figure 4.2 – The difference between experimental and simulation result data. 
4.2 Verification by experimental data in batch culture 
4.2.1 Extracellular metabolite concentrations and cell growth compared with 
experimental data 
To verify whether the kinetic model can reproduce the experimental data, the 
simulated results of WT, pykF knockout mutant (pykF), pgi knockout mutant (pgi) and 
ppc knockout mutant (ppc) were compared with the experimental data of extracellular 
glucose, biomass and acetate in a batch culture, as shown in Figure 4.3.  
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Figure 4.3 - The experimental validation of wild type (WT) and genetic mutant strains in a 
batch culture. The green, blue and red color solid lines represent the simulation results of the 
extracellular glucose, biomass and acetate, respectively. The corresponding open circles 
represent the experimental data [Toya et al. 2010,  Kadir et al. 2010]. A. WT; B. ∆pykF; C. 
∆pgi; D. ∆ppc. 
 
Pyk catalyzes the conversion of PEP to PYR at the final step of glycolysis; Pgi catalyzes the 
conversion of G6P to F6P at the initial step of glycolysis. The biomass increased with a 
decrease of glucose. Glucose was completely consumed at approximately 8 h in WT. The 
acetate was accumulated during the growth phase, and then consumed after glucose 
exhaustion. The growth rate of pykF was almost the same as that of WT. On the other side, 
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the cell growth of pgi was delayed to the compared with WT. The simulated time-course of 
WT and two genetic mutants (pykF and pgi) were very consistent with experimental data, 
which attest that the kinetic model can reproduce the dynamics of not only WT but also gene-
knockout mutants. Although our model cannot reproduce exact experimental data for ∆ppc, 
but, it reproduces the delay cell growth to the compared with WT. 
4.2.2 Intracellular metabolite concentration compared with experimental data 
To verify whether the model reproduces the dynamics of experimental intracellular 
metabolites, the simulated intracellular metabolite concentrations of WT, ∆pykF and ∆pgi 
were compared with their experimental data in a batch culture, as shown in Figure 4.4. Due 
to lack of experimental data, we cannot compare our simulation result with experimental data 
for ∆ppc.  
For WT, the simulated metabolite concentrations were rather consistent with 
experimental data except 6PG and PEP. The experimental metabolite (FBP, PEP, MAL, 
RU5P, R5P, S7P) concentrations of ∆pykF were higher than those of WT; the experimental 
PYR concentration of ∆pykF was lower than that of WT. The simulated results showed the 
similar features to a very small extent. For ∆pgi, the simulated metabolite concentrations 
were rather consistent with experimental data except PEP.  
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Figure 4.4 - Comparison of the simulated intracellular metabolite concentrations with 
experimental data [Toya et al. 2010] of WT and genetic mutant strains in a batch culture. The 
solid lines indicate the simulation results and the open symbols the experimental data. The 
blue, red and green colors indicate  WT, ∆pykF and ∆pgi, respectively. 
4.2.3 Simulated flux compared with experimental data  
To verify whether the model reproduces the experimental metabolic fluxes, the 
simulated fluxes of WT were compared with their experimental data at the glucose 
consumption or growth phase (5 h, 6 h and 7 h) and at the acetate consumption or stationary 
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phase (8 h, 8.5 h and 9 h) in a batch culture [Toya et al. 2010], as shown in Figures 4.5A and 
4.5B. The Pearson’s correlation coefficients (r) between the experimental and simulated 
fluxes were 0.9860, 0.9573 and 0.9395 with with p-values of 5.86x10-21, 5.53 x10-15 and 3.92 
x10-13  at 5 h, 6 h and 7 h for the glucose consumption phase, respectively. The Pearson’s 
correlation coefficients (r) were 0.8598, 0.8584 and 0.9107 with p-values of 1.40x10-3, 
1.50x10-3 and 2.49x10-4 at 8 h, 8.5 h and 9 h for the acetate consumption phase, respectively. 
The simulated fluxes of WT were more highly consistent with experimental data at growth 
phase than the stationary phase. As shown in Figure 4.5C, the simulated fluxes of ∆pykF 
were with experimental data [Toya et al. 2010] at 5 h, 6 h and 7 h in a batch culture. The 
Pearson’s correlation coefficients (r) between the measured and simulated fluxes for ∆pykF 
were 0.9787, 0.9763, and 0.9774 with p-values = 1.02x10-18, 5.81x10-7, and 2.12 x10-18 at 5 h, 
6 h and 7 h, respectively. The simulated fluxes of ∆pykF knockout mutants were consistent 
with experimental data. As shown in Figure 4.5D, the simulated fluxes of ∆pgi were 
compared with experimental data at 16 h, 21 h and 23 h [Toya et al. 2010] in a batch culture. 
The Pearson’s correlation coefficients (r) between measured and simulated fluxes for ∆pgi 
were 0.9106, 0.8277 and 0.7532 with p-values of 4.37x10-11, 1.00x10-7 and 5.79x10-6  at 16 h, 
21 h, and 23 h. The simulated fluxes of ∆pgi were rather consistent with experimental data. 
Most of the simulated fluxes were rather consistent with their experimental data, while some 
simulated fluxes were not. We check those flux and found that the presented kinetic model 
still underestimates some fluxes of the TCA cycle (Figure A.1). We descuss the reason of 
this discrimenancy end of this chapter (Section - 4.9). 
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Figure 4.5 - Comparison of the simulated flux with experimental data [Toya et al. 2010] of 
wild type and genetic mutant strains in a batch culture. 
A. Growth phase of WT. The blue, green and red colors indicate 5h, 6h and 7h data, 
respectively. 
B. Stationary phase of WT. The blue, green and red colors indicate 8h, 8.5h and 9h data, 
respectively. 
C. ∆pykF. The blue, green and red colors indicate 5h, 6h and 7 h data, respectively. 
D. ∆pgi. The blue, green and red colors indicate 16h, 21h and 23 h data, respectively. 
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4.3 Time-course of TFs and their related complexes 
To demonstrate the three TFs function in the model, we simulated time-course of TFs 
and their related complexes, as shown in Figure 4.6. The TFs and their complexes 
dramatically changed between the growth and stationary phases, indicating that TFs are 
responsible for phase transition. In the stationary phase, the free Crp concentration decreased 
with an increase in cAMP, the free Cra concentration increased with a decrease in FBP, and 
the free PdhR concentration increased with a decrease in PYR.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.6 - TF and TF-metabolite concentration of wild type and genetic mutant strains. The 
blue, red, green, and magenta color indicates WT, ∆pykF, ∆pgi and ∆ppc, respectively. 
4.4 Dynamic simulation of the intracellular molecule  
To further verify the model, we simulated the time courses for intracellular metabolite 
concentrations, enzyme concentration and enzymatic reaction rates (metabolic flux), as 
shown in Figure 4.7. The dynamics of them were greatly changed before and after glucose 
exhaustion. After glucose exhaustion, the intracellular metabolite concentrations quickly 
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decreased, except cAMP, ICIT, and glyoxylate (GOX). A decrease in the Pts activity 
promoted phosphorylation of EIIA to EIIA-P [Matsuoka and Shimizu 2012], a trigger for 
cAMP production. It is known that when acetate is used as a carbon source, the glyoxylate 
pathway is activated [Toya et al. 2010]. Thus, when acetate was being consumed, ICIT, SUC, 
FUM, MAL, OAA, and GOX transiently increased then decreased. 
In the case of simulation of ∆pykF, PEP increased to a very small extent. The anaplerotic 
fluxes of Ppc and Mez increased as compared to WT, compensating the decreased Pyk flux. 
In addition, an increase in the PEP concentration resulted in a small increase in FBP and GAP 
as compared to WT. These simulation results qualitatively coincided with the experimental 
behaviors [ Zaid Siddiquee et al. 2004; Toya et al. 2010], but the rate of changes in the PEP, 
FBP and MAL concentrations between WT and ∆pykF were smaller than their experimental 
data, as shown in Figure 4.7. 
For pgi, GLC, G6P and some metabolites (6PGL, 6PG, KDPG, S7P) in the PP pathway 
increased, as compared to WT, despite the low cell growth rate, demonstrating that more G6P 
flows into the PP pathway than the glycolysis pathway. A low concentration of PEP 
decreased the Pyk and Ppc fluxes, resulting in a decrease of OAA [Toya et al. 2010]. In 
addition, a low concentration of PEP decreased EIIA-P, cAMP and Crp-cAMP. Since Crp-
cAMP is an activator on the acs and metabolic genes of the TCA cycle [Kotte et al. 2010] the 
decrease in Crp-cAMP suppressed the metabolic enzymes and their associated fluxes in the 
TCA cycle. 
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C (continue…) 
 
 
Figure 4.7 - Simulated time course of WT, ∆pykF, ∆pgi and ∆ppc. The blue, red, green and 
magenta lines indicate WT, ∆pykF, ∆pgi and ∆ppc, respectively. 
 A. Metabolite concentrations; B. Enzyme concentrations; C. Rates (Specific growth rate 
[s.g.rate]; flux; phosphorylation rate [p.rate]). 
 
Our model reproduced the delay of cell growth of ∆ppc, although the simulated glucose 
uptake was not exactly consistent with its experimental data. In the simulation of ∆ppc, PEP 
is accumulated to enhance the glucose uptake rate, i.e., the Pts4 flux, while the suppressed 
TCA cycle decreases the ATP production, reducing the cell growth. The two conflict 
mechanisms may make it hard to reproduce the delayed glucose uptake of ∆ppc while 
sustaining the other experimental behaviors of WT, ∆pykF and ∆pgi.  
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4.5 Validation by continuous cultures  
To validate the kinetic model by the experimental data that had not been used for the 
parameter estimation, we simulated the steady-state flux distribution for a continuous culture 
[Ishii et al. 2007]. We altered the batch culture model into a continuous culture model by 
presenting dilution rate D. Figure 4.8 compares the predicted fluxes for WT at D = 0.2, 0.4, 
0.5, 0.7 with the experimental data. The Pearson’s correlation coefficients between the 
measured and simulated fluxes of WT were 0.6889, 0.8218, 0.8279 and  0.8311, with  p-
values of 1.73x10-6, 2.54x10-10, 1.43x10-10 and 1.05x10-10 at D= 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.7, respectively.  
 
Figure 4.8 - Comparison of the simulated flux of WT with experimental data [Ishii et al. 
2007] at different dilution rate (D) in a continuous culture. 
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The simulation results were rather consistent with experimental data at a high dilution rate. 
We confirmed that the kinetic model underestimates some fluxes of the TCA cycle (Figure 
A.2) in continuous culture, which was the same behavior as the case of a batch culture of 
∆pgi. 
In summary, we verified and validated the kinetic model by using the experimental data. The 
model can reproduce most of the experimental behaviors, while a small fraction of 
intracellular metabolite concentrations and fluxes were not adequately ensured by the 
experimental data.  
4.6 Prediction of multilayer regulations 
In chapter 2, we mentioned that, metabolic systems controlled by multilayer 
regulations (gene expressions, enzyme modifications, and allosteric reactions). However, we 
do not know how the relative magnitudes of the three types of regulations change with time 
and culture conditions, because it is very difficult to measure those magnitudes in vivo. 
Instead, the kinetic model is used to predict how the regulation layers affect the dynamics of 
metabolic systems. We estimated the ratio of metabolite production (synthesis ratio) to WT of 
a virtual mutant that lacks specific layer regulation for gene regulation and allosteric 
regulation. 
4.6.1 Gene regulation 
To predict the effect of gene regulation of TF-Metabolite complex (Crp-cAMP, Cra-
FBP, PdhR-PYR), we compared the dynamics between a wild type and the virtual mutant that 
lacks the regulation of TF-Metabolite complex. 
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Crp-cAMP 
The cAMP binds to Crp to form Crp-cAMP complex. The synthesis ratios of a virtual 
mutant that lacks the binding between Crp and cAMP are shown in Figure 4.9 (A).  Figure 
A.3 compares the dynamics between a wild type and the virtual mutant that lacks cAMP-
mediated Crp activity, where Crp does not bind to cAMP. In the virtual mutant, the fluxes of 
the TCA cycle (CS, ICDH, KGDH, SHD, Fum, MDH) and glyoxylate shunt (Icl, Ms) were 
remarkably suppressed; Pck flux increase due to the increase of OAA concentration; those of 
the acetate synthesis (Pta, Ack) and acetate degradation  (Acs) were also enhanced and 
decreased, respectively. Since the TCA cycle that contributes to the total ATP production 
flux was suppressed, the biomass concentration decreased as compared to WT. 
Cra-FBP 
Cra plays a role in switching between glycolysis and gluconeogenesis. A high 
concentration of FBP promotes glycolysis, which enhances gluconeogenesis pathways. In this 
virtual mutant, the synthesis ratios of Fbp, Pps, Pfk, Pck, TCA cycle and  glyoxylate shunt 
(Icl, Ms) were increased (Figure 4.9B). Figure A.4 compares the dynamics between a wild 
type and the virtual mutant that lacks FBP-mediated Cra activity, where FBP does not bind to 
Cra. In the virtual mutant, a free Car concentration increase, which increased fbp flux. 
Resulting, F6P, G6P, GLC and all metabolites in the PP pathway with their related flux a 
little increased. Increased Cra concentration also increased TCA cycle metabolite 
concentrations as well as their related flux and glyoxylate shunt ( Icl, Ms). 
PdhR-PYR 
PYR-mediated PDH synthesis is a local feedback control to keep PYR at an 
appropriate level. In this virtual mutant (lacks PYR-mediated PdhR), the synthesis ratios of 
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the glyoxylate shunt (Icl and Ms) were remarkably suppressed (Figure 4.9C). In addition, the 
synthesis ratios of Pdh, Pta, and Ack were relatively suppressed.  
 
Figure 4.9 - Synthesis ratio of a virtual mutant (lack of a TF-metabolite complex) to WT. The 
x-axis represents reaction name and the y-axis represents the synthesis ratio. A. Crp-cAMP; B. 
Cra-FBP; C. PdhR-PYR. 
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Figure A.5 compares the dynamics between a wild type and the virtual mutant that lacks 
PYR-mediated PdhR activity, where PYR does not bind to PdhR. In the virtual knockout, the 
PYR as well as PdhR concentration increased. As we know, PdhR works as an inhibitor on 
Pdh flux. Due to increased PdhR concentration, Pdh flux decreased. The decreased Pdh flux 
effected it’s surrending flux. 
4.6.2 Allosteric regulation  
Allosteric reactions are critically responsible for enzyme activity regulations by a 
broad range of metabolites. In this analysis, we constructed the virtual knockout mutants that 
lack a specific allosteric binding. Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 shows the synthesis ratio of 
WT versus a virtual mutant that lacks allosteric reactions with respect to each allosteric 
enzyme. Figures A.6–A.11 illustrate the dynamic behaviors of virtual mutants lacking of 
allosteric regulation. The synthesis ratios were close to one for the allosteric enzymes Pgi, 
and Cs (Figure 4.10), suggesting that their allosteric regulations do not function or are not 
effective under the synthetic medium condition. This observation does not rule out potential 
functions under other conditions including stress conditions. 
Pfk activity is inhibited by PEP, and removal of this effect slightly increased the synthesis 
ratio of Pfk itself, it’s neighboring flux (Fbp, Pyk), TCA cycle flux (Cs, Icdh, kgdh, Sdh, 
Fum, and Mdh) as well as glyoxylate shunt (Icl, and Ms) (Figure 4.11 A). Figures A.6 
confirms that the flux of the Pfk reaction increases, which marginally increased FBP and 
other metabolites (KG, SUC, FUM, MAL, OAA) concentration.  
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Figure 4. 10 - Synthesis ratio of a virtual mutant (allosteric reactions removed) to WT. The x-
axis represents reaction name and the y-axis represents the synthesis ratio. A. Pgi; B. Cs. 
 
Pyk activity is enhanced by FBP, and removal of this effect suppressed the synthesis ratio of 
Fbp itself, its neighboring flux (pps) and increased TCA cycle flux (Cs, Icdh, kgdh, Sdh, 
Fum, and Mdh) as well as glyoxylate shunt (Icl, and Ms) (Figure 4.11 B). Figures A.7 
confirms that the flux of the Pyk reaction decreases, which slightly increased FBP and other 
metabolites (KG, SUC, FUM, MAL, and OAA) concentration with their corresponding 
fluxes.  
Mez activity is inhibited by AcCoA and cAMP, and loss of this inhibition increased the 
synthesis ratio of Mez and decreased those of Mez-neighboring enzymes, Mdh, Pck, Icl and 
MS (Figure 4.11 C). Figures A.8 confirms that the flux of the Mez reaction increases. The 
concentrations of FUM and MAL and the flux of MDH decreased. The effects of allosteric 
regulation on metabolism were restricted to local reactions.  
Fbp activity is enhanced by PEP, and removal of this effect suppressed the synthesis ratio of 
Fbp itself and glycolysis (Fba, Pyk, and Pdh), TCA cycle (Cs, Icdh, kgdh, Sdh, Fum, and 
Mdh), anaplerotic reaction (Ppc), and glyoxylate shunt (Icl and MS) (Figure 4.11 D). 
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Figure 4. 11 - Synthesis ratio of a virtual mutant (allosteric reactions removed) to WT. The x-
axis represents reaction name and the y-axis represents the synthesis ratio. A. Pfk; B. Pyk; C. 
Mez; D. Fbp; E. Icl; F. Ppc. 
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Figures A.9 confirms that the Fbp activity decreased in the virtual mutant, which causes a 
corresponding increase in net glycolysis flux. Consequently, the fluxes of both glycolysis and 
the TCA cycle were enhanced to increase the total ATP production flux. Interestingly, the 
virtual mutant of Fbp grew faster than WT. 
Icl activity is inhibited by PEP, GAP, and KG, and removal of its allosteric inhibition 
increased the synthesis ratio of Icl, Ms, Mez, Mdh  and decreased the synthesis ratio of  Icdh, 
αkgdh (Figure 4.11 E). Figures A.10 confirms that the Icl activity increased in the virtual 
mutant, which causes a corresponding increase of the neighboring flux (Mdh, Mez) and 
related metabolites concentration (GOX, MAL, OAA).  
Ppc activity is enhanced by FBP, and lack of this allosteric activation decreased the synthesis 
ratio of Ppc, Pck, Mez as well as TCA cycle flux (Cs, Icdh, kgdh, Sdh, Fum, and Mdh) and 
glyoxylate shunt (Icl, and Ms) (Figure 4.11 F). Figures A.11 confirms that the Ppc activity 
decreased in the virtual mutant. Both metabolite and flux, increased in the glycolysis pathway 
and decreased in the TCA pathway due to decreased Ppc activity. 
4.7 Dynamic sensitivity analysis 
The sensitivities of the cell concentration with respect to 38 kinetic parameters of enzyme 
activities (kcat and Vmax) were simulated by a finite difference method to find critical 
parameters for cell growth of WT  [ Juan and Huang 2012]. The critical kinetic parameters 
for cell growth were organized according to their absolute values, as shown in Table 4.2, 
where the sensitivity was sampled at 6h (growth phase).  
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Table 4.2 - Ranking of the critical parameters. 
Rank Parameter Sensitivity Rank Parameter Sensitivity 
1 max4Ptsv  3.0405  20 max5Ru pv  0.0090  
2 maxNonptsv  0.8187  21 kPck_cat -0.0079  
3 max6G pdhv  -0.4044  22 kPps_cat 0.0071  
4 kPfk_cat 0.3947  23 kAcs_cat -0.0066  
5 kMdh1_cat 0.2211  24 kFba_cat 0.0061  
6 kFbp_cat -0.1907  25 maxTktAv  0.0058  
7 kPpc_cat 0.1620  26 kFum2_cat 0.0056  
8 kSdh1_cat 0.1179  27 maxTktBv  0.0039  
9 kPdh_cat 0.1154  28 max5R PIv  -0.0021  
10 kCs_cat 0.1032  29 maxEdav  -0.0021  
11 kPyk_cat -0.0576  30 maxPgiv  0.0016  
12 maxPtav  0.0473  31 kSdh2_cat 0.0007  
13 max6 pgdhv  0.0408  32 maxTalv  0.0007  
14 kMez_cat -0.0393  33 kIcdh_cat 0.0004  
15 maxAckv  0.0360  34 _Glk catk  0.0002  
16 kFum1_cat 0.0298  35 kαkgdh_cat 0.0002  
17 maxEddv  -0.0266  36 maxPglv  -9.54E-07 
18 kGapdh_cat 0.0248  37 kMs_cat 6.97E-07 
19 kMdh2_cat 0.0135  38 kIcl_cat 6.39E-07 
 
The glucose uptake catalyze enzymes ( max4Ptsv ,
max
Nonptsv ), branching reactions (kMdh1_cat, kPpc_cat, 
max
6G pdhv )  and irreversible reactions (kPfk_cat, kFbp_cat) were recognized as the critical factors 
responsible for cell growth. These results are reasonable, because glucose uptake (Pts4, 
nonPts) determines cell growth, the branching reactions (Ppc, G6pdh, Mdh) directly involve 
the metabolic flows of glycolysis and TCA cycle, and irreversible enzymes are more 
responsible for reaction changes than reversible ones. 
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4.8 Comparison with existing dynamic models 
To investigate the performance of the proposed model, we simulated other existing 
models (whose programs are available) for WT and genetic mutants.    
For batch culture, we simulate Matsuoka model [Matsuoka and Shimizu 2013] and Kotte 
model [Kotte et al. 2010]. Matsuoka model [Matsuoka and Shimizu 2013] can reproduce WT 
dynamics properly for all extracellular components. In ∆pykF, their model can reproduce 
only GLCex and biomass dynamics. Their model can not reproduce ACEex dynamics for 
∆pykF. Also, their model, can’t reproduce ∆pgi and ∆ppc mutant dynamics (Figure 4.12). 
 
 
 
Figure 4.12 - Simulation result comparison with experimental data of the Matsuoka model 
[Matsuoka and Shimizu 2013] for WT, ∆pykF, ∆pgi and ∆ppc in a batch culture.The green, 
blue and red lines represent the simulated results of the extracellular glucose, biomass and 
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acetate, respectively. The corresponding open circles represent the experimental data [Toya et 
al. 2010,  Kadir et al. 2010]. 
On the other side, Kotte model [Kotte et al. 2010] can reproduce WT and ∆pykF, without 
changing any parameter values. But, their model can’t reproduce ∆pgi and ∆ppc dynamics 
(Figure 4.13). 
 
 
 
Figure 4.13 - Simulation result comparison with experimental data of the Kotte model [Kotte 
et al. 2010] for WT, ∆pykF, ∆pgi, and ∆ppc in a batch culture.The green, blue and red lines 
represent the simulated results of the extracellular glucose, biomass and acetate, respectively. 
The corresponding open circles represent the experimental data [Toya et al. 2010,  Kadir et al. 
2010].   
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For continuous culture, we mentioned our model more consistent with experimental data at a 
high dilution rate. Chassagnole et al. presented a dynamic model of  E.coli for continuous 
culture for low dilution rate (0.2 h-1). We changed the dilution rate (0.5h-1 and 0.7h-1)  of their 
model and compared with experimental data [Ishii et al. 2007] (Figure 4.14). 
 
 
 
Figure 4.14 - Simulation result comparison with experimental data [Ishii et al. 2007] of 
Chassagnole model [Chassagnole et al. 2002] at D=0.5 h-1 and 0.7 h-1. 
 
Simulation result indicates that, Chassagnole model [Chassagnole et al. 2002] not only fitted 
with low dilution rate (0.2h-1) data but also their model fitted with high dilution rate (0.5h-
1and 0.7h-1) data. But, Chassagnole model cannot be used to simulate for batch culture. 
4.9 Discrepancy between simulation and experimental data 
Although we extensively optimize the parameter's value, but a small fraction of the 
simulated results were not consistent with experimental data. We try to find out some reason 
for inconsistency between simulation and experimental data and willingly guess the 
following problems:  
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1. The kinetic model underestimated the TCA cycle flux for pgi and for WT at a low 
dilution rate. The TCA cycle flux, which directly involves ATP production could be affected 
by the fluxes of the anaplerotic pathway (at PEP), acetate production pathway (at AcCoA) 
and glyoxylate shunt (at AcCoA and ICIT). The rates of such metabolic reactions are directly 
modulated by coenzyme concentrations (such as ATP, NADH, and NADPH). In the present 
study, the dynamics of coenzymes are not considered. Thus, the lack of dynamics of 
coenzymes would cause some inconsistencies with experimental data 
2. A real batch culture dissolved oxygen would decrease with an increase in cell growth. 
Metabolic reactions involving such coenzymes would be dramatically changed by shortage of 
dissolved oxygen in the late growth phase. The dissolved oxygen concentration remains to be 
incorporated in the present model. Considering the dynamics of dissolved oxygen would be 
effective in improving the prediction accuracy of the kinetic model. 
3. The Information of the interaction between the central carbon metabolism and its 
peripheral subnetworks (like as amino acids, protein, lipid, and nucleotide syntheses) is 
lacking. 
4. Some regulations remain to be revealed. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
Conclusion and Future Research Interest 
 
5.1 Conclusion 
In this thesis, we develop a dynamic model for the central carbon metabolism of E. 
coli with  enzymatic and transcriptional regulation and compare our simulation result with 
many experimental data. The model accurately reproduced the dynamics of wild type and two 
genetic mutants in a batch culture. In continuous culture, the model more fits with high 
dilution rate experimental data. This is reasonable since the model was constructed based on 
batch culture data. To simulate the dynamics of different genetic mutants and culture, we use 
a unique set of kinetic parameters.  
The proposed kinetic model exceeds the limitions of the existing model in a batch culture and 
exhibited the quantitative contribution of multilayer regulations to shifting a central 
metabolic pathway. For the gene expression layer, TFs regulate a broad range of metabolic 
fluxes: Crp regulates almost all reactions, Cra intensively regulates several reactions, PdhR 
regulates a few specific local reactions. On the other hand, allosteric regulations of Pfk, Pyk, 
Mez, Fbp, Icl, and Ppc were found to play a critical role in metabolic shift. 
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5.2 Advantage of our proposed model 
 The proposed kinetic model is the first model that reproduces the dynamics of 
genetically modified mutants under an aerobic condition in a batch culture. 
 We always used the same set of kinetic parameters to simulate the dynamics of 
different genetic mutants under different culture conditions. The use of the same 
set of parameters is quite reasonable and fair, but some simulations of other 
models retunes the parameter for each culture. It is quite hard to optimize kinetic 
parameters in a batch culture, where the batch culture consists of the growth 
phase and stationary phase and cell growth is depend on each knockout mutant. 
 Cell growth is defined as the linear function of ATP flux. Use of the ATP flux is 
reasonable, but some models use modified functions, for example, the ATP flux 
is multiplied by a Michaelis-Menten type function of substrates so that reproduce 
the experimental data. It has a great advantage in simulating the cell growth with 
respect to ATP flux, which promotes development of cell growth models. 
 The problems of how multiple layer regulations determine metabolic fluxes have 
intensively been discussed and controversial, because it is difficult to measure the 
contribution of a specific regulation to the entire system in vivo by constructing a 
genetically modified mutant that lack the regulation. Instead, a kinetic model with 
a virtual mutant whose specific reaction is disabled is used to estimate the 
contribution of the specific regulation. We first demonstrated how multiple layer 
regulations quantitatively contribute to shifting a central metabolism.  
 The kinetic model predicted the virtual mutants that lack the allosteric reaction of 
Fbp grow faster than WT. 
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5.3 Future research interest 
In the near future, we would like to construct more comprehensive models that reproduce 
more experimental data.  In this study, we employ just two mutants cultured under the same 
conditions. Actually, experimental data regarding many knockout mutants are available, but 
they were obtained by cultivations under different conditions and derived from different 
species.  
E. coli can adapt to many perturbations and have many strategies to overcome them. It 
has thousand genes to show a robust property to perturbations. In this study, we investigated 
only a small fraction of their abilities to adapt genetic and environmental changes.  This 
model is optimized for glucose consumptions in the synthetic medium. Comprehensive, 
systematic cultivations for a series of mutants are necessary for extraction of potential 
mechanisms of E. coli. To investigate such mechanisms, a model should be trained under 
well-planed experiments of perturbations, such as sugar starvation, nitrogen starvation, 
anaerobic condition,  osmotic pressure, and change in pH. 
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Appendix 
Table A.1 – Rate equations. 
Rate equation Reference 
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, ,G acG aceB eB Aacev Factor v   [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
, ,G acG aceK eK Aacev Factor v   [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
 ,D Xv XD  - 
, feedD GL
f
C
eedv D GLC   
 - 
, exD GLC
exv D GLC   
 - 
 ,D GLCv GLC  - 
 , 6 6D G P Pv G  - 
 , 6 6D F P Pv F  - 
 ,D FBPv FBP  - 
 ,D GAPv GAP  - 
 ,D PEPv PEP  - 
 ,D PYRv PYR  - 
 ,D AcCoAv AcCoA  - 
 ,D AcPv AcP  - 
, exD ACE
exD ACEv    
 - 
 ,D ICITv ICIT  - 
 ,D KG Kv G    - 
 ,D SUCv SUC  - 
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 ,D FUMv FUM  - 
 ,D MALv MAL  - 
 ,D OAAv OAA  - 
 ,D GOXv GOX  - 
 ,6 6D PGL GLv P  - 
 ,6 6D PG PGv   - 
 ,D KDPGv KDPG  - 
 , 5 5D RU P Pv RU  - 
 , 5 5D R P Pv R  - 
 , 5 5D X P Pv X  - 
 , 7 7D S P Pv S  - 
 , 4 4D E P Pv E  - 
 ,D cAMPv cAMP  - 
  ,D Glk degrv Glk k   [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
  ,D Pfk degrk Pfv k   [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
  ,D Fbp degrv Fbk p   [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
  ,D Fba degrk Fbv a   [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
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  ,D Gapdh degrv Gapdk h   [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
  ,D Pyk degrv Pyk k   [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
  ,D Pps degrk Ppv s   [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
  ,D Pdh degrk Pdv h   [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
  ,D Acs degrk Acv s   [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
  ,D Cs degrk Cv s   [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
  ,D Icdh degrv cdk hI   [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
  , - -D Icdh P degrv k hI Pcd   [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
  ,D kgdh degrv kgdhk    [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
  ,D Sdh degrk Sdv h   [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
  ,D Fum degrv Fuk m   [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
  ,D Mdh degrk Mdv h   [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
  ,D Mez degrk Mev z   [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
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  ,D Pck degrv Pck k   [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
  ,D Ppc degrk Ppv c   [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
  ,D Icl degrk Icv l   [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
  ,D Ms degrk Mv s   [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
  ,D AceK degrv Acek K   [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
  , 6 _ _ 6 _ _ 6 6BM G P GLC BM GLC G P ACE BM ACE G Pk k G P     [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
  , 6 _ _ 6 _ _ 6 6BM F P GLC BM GLC F P ACE BM ACE F Pk k F P     [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
  , _ _ _ _BM GAP GLC BM GLC GAP ACE BM ACE GAPk k GAP     [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
  , _ _ _ _BM PEP GLC BM GLC PEP ACE BM ACE PEPk k PEP     [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
  , _ _ _ _BM PYR GLC BM GLC PYR ACE BM ACE PYRk k PYR     [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
  , _ _ _ _BM AcCoA GLC BM GLC AcCoA ACE BM ACE AcCoAk k AcCoA     [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
  , _ _ _ _BM KG GLC BM GLC KG ACE BM ACE KGk k KG        [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
  , _ _ _ _BM SUC GLC BM GLC SUC ACE BM ACE SUCk k SUC     [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
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  , _ _ _ _BM FUM GLC BM GLC FUM ACE BM ACE FUMk k FUM     [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
  , _ _ _ _BM OAA GLC BM GLC OAA ACE BM ACE OAAk k OAA     [Kotte et al. 
2010] 
  , 5 _ _ 5 _ _ 5 5BM R P GLC BM GLC R P ACE BM ACE R Pk k R P     Derived based 
on [Kotte et 
al. 2010] 
  , 4 _ _ 4 _ _ 4 4BM E P GLC BM GLC E P ACE BM ACE E Pk k E P     Derived based 
on [Kotte et 
al. 2010] 
 
Table A.2 - Kinetic parameters (Class I: Measured, Class II: Estimated by reference, Class 
III: Assumed by this paper). 
Reaction 
involved 
Parameter Value Unit Class Reference Optimized value 
(used in simulation) 
1Ptsv  kPts1 3.70e+04 mM-1 h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 5.59e+04 
kmPts1 1.48e+04 mM-1 h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 2.77e+04 
4Ptsv  max4Ptsv  1.54e+04 mM h
-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 3.94e+03 
KPts_EIIA 0.240 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 2.11e-03 
KPts_GLC 6.67e-03 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 4.89e-03 
Nonptsv
 max
Nonptsv  931 mM h
-1 II [Matsuoka and 
Shimizu 2013] 3.99e+03 
_Nonpts SK  0.846 mM II [Matsuoka and 
Shimizu 2013] 1.55 
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_Nonpts IK  5.64e-04 mM II [Matsuoka and 
Shimizu 2013] 0.01 
,E Glkv  _Glk catk  1.26e+06 h
-1 II [Altintas et al. 
2006] 2.01e+06 
_ _Glk GLC mK  0.22 mM I [Scopes 1985] 0.15 
_ _Glk ATP mK  0.8 mM I [Scopes 1985] 0.71 
_ 6 _Glk G P iK  15 mM I [Scopes 1985] 14.98 
,E Pgiv  
max
Pgiv  2.34e+06 mM h
-1 II [Chassagnole et al. 
2002] 3.56e+06 
KPgi_eq 0.43 - I [Pettersson 1990] 1.44 
KPgi_G6P 2.46 mM I [Takama and 
Nosoh 1980] 2.46 
KPgi_F6P 0.2 mM I [Dykhuizen and 
Hartl 1983] 0.34 
KPgi_F6P_6pginh 0.2 mM I [Schreyer and 
Bock 1980] 0.19 
KPgi_G6P_6pginh 0.2 mM I [Schreyer and 
Bock 1980] 0.18 
,E Pfkv  kPfk_cat 4.67e+09 h
-1 II [Chassagnole et al. 
2002] 2.49e+10 
KPfk_PEP 3.26 mM II [Chassagnole et al. 
2002] 1.73 
KPfk_ADP_b 0.25 mM I [Rizzi et al. 1997] 0.26 
KPfk_AMP_b 0.01 mM I [Rizzi et al. 1997] 0.03 
KPfk_ADP_a 239 mM I [Rizzi et al. 1997] 276.95 
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KPfk_AMP_a 8.74 mM I [Rizzi et al. 1997] 10.05 
KPfk_ATP_s 0.16 mM I [Deville-Bonne et 
al. 1991] 0.16 
KPfk_ADP_c 0.36 mM I [Rizzi et al. 1997] 0.45 
KPfk_F6P_s 0.14 mM I [Deville-Bonne et 
al. 1991] 0.02 
LPfk 4e+06 - I [Diaz Ricci 1996] 1.77e+06 
nPfk 4 - - [Diaz Ricci 1996] 4 
,E Fbpv  kFbp_cat 8.17e+06 h
-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 7.86e+06 
KFbp_FBP 1.70e-03 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 8.92e-03 
KFbp_PEP 0.169 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.49 
LFbp 4.00e+06 - II [Kotte et al. 2010] 4.41e+06 
nFbp 4 - - [Kotte et al. 2010] 4 
,E Fbav
 kFba_cat 2.03e+06 h-1 II [Chassagnole et al. 
2002] 6.95e+06 
KFba_eq 0.14 mM I [Pettersson 1990] 0.37 
KFba_FBP 0.133 mM I [Babul et al. 1993] 0.084 
KFba_GAP 0.088 mM I [Babul et al. 1993] 0.154 
KFba_DHAP 0.088 mM I [Babul et al. 1993] 0.0884 
VFba_blf 2 - I [Babul et al. 1993] 1.54 
KFba_GAP_inh 0.6 mM I [Babul et al. 1993] 0.6 
,E Gapdhv
 kGapdh_cat 9.32e+07 h-1 II [Chassagnole et al. 
2002] 5.04e+07 
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KGapdh_eq 0.63 - I [Pettersson 1990] 0.30 
KGapdh_GAP 0.15 mM I [Bakker et al. 
1997] 0.15 
KGapdh_PGP 0.1 mM I [Bakker et al. 
1997] 0.13 
KGapdh_NAD 0.45 mM I [Bakker et al. 
1997] 0.45 
KGapdh_NADH 0.02 mM I [Bakker et al. 
1997] 0.02 
,E Pykv  kPyk_cat 8.00e+04 h
-1 II [Chassagnole et al. 
2002] 8.16e+04 
KPyk_PEP 0.31 mM I [Boiteux et al. 
1983] 0.31 
KPyk_FBP 0.19 mM I [Boiteux et al. 
1983] 0.25 
KPyk_AMP 0.2 mM II [Chassagnole et al. 
2002] 0.26 
KPyk_ADP 0.26 mM I [Boiteux et al. 
1983] 0.21 
KPyk_ATP 22.5 mM I [Boiteux et al. 
1983] 20.17 
LPyk 1e+03 - I [Boiteux et al. 
1983] 997.10 
nPyk 4 - - [Boiteux et al. 
1983] 4 
,E Ppsv  kPps_cat 399 h
-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 2.49e+03 
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KPps_PYR 9.98e-04 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 7.13e-04 
KPps_PEP 5.64e-04 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 2.16e-04 
LPps 1.00e-79 - II [Kotte et al. 2010] 1.04e-79 
nPps  2 - - [Kotte et al. 2010] 2 
,E Pdhv
 kPdh_cat 4.68e+07 h-1 II [Hoefnagel et al. 
2002] 4.83e+07 
KPdh_i 46.4 - II [Hoefnagel et al. 
2002] 68.34 
KPdh_PYR_m 1 mM I [Snoep et al. 
1992a] 1 
KPdh_NAD_m 0.4 mM I [Snoep et al. 
1992b] 0.4 
KPdh_NADH_m 0.1 mM II [Hoefnagel et al. 
2002] 0.05 
KPdh_CoA_m 0.014 mM II [Hoefnagel et al. 
2002] 0.005 
KPdh_AcCoA_m 0.008 mM I [Bresters et al. 
1975] 0.008 
,E Ptav
 max
Ptav
 
2.52e+03 mM h-1 I [Abbe et al. 1982] 5.36e+03 
KPta_eq 0.0281 - I [Thauer et al. 
1977] 0.028 
KPta_AcCoA_i 0.2 mM II [Hoefnagel et al. 
2002] 0.2 
KPta_CoA_i 0.029 mM II [Hoefnagel et al. 
2002] 0.08 
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KPta_Pi_m 2.6 mM II [Hoefnagel et al. 
2002] 0.69 
KPta_Pi_i 2.6 mM II [Hoefnagel et al. 
2002] 2.11 
KPta_AcP_m 0.7 mM II [Hoefnagel et al. 
2002] 0.23 
KPta_AcP_i 0.2 mM II [Hoefnagel et al. 
2002] 0.32 
,E Ackv
 max
Ackv
 
1.62e+05 mM h-1 I [Abbe et al. 1982] 1.95e+05 
KAck_eq 174.2 - I [Thauer et al. 
1977] 233.912 
KAck_ADP_m 0.5 mM II [Hoefnagel et al. 
2002] 0.18 
KAck_AcP_m 0.16 mM II [Hoefnagel et al. 
2002] 0.05 
KAck_ACE_m 7 mM II [Hoefnagel et al. 
2002] 6.09 
KAck_ATP_m 0.07 mM I [Fox and Roseman 
1986] 0.09 
,E Acsv
 kAcs_cat 8.81e+04 h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 1.29e+05 
KAcs_ACE 0.0167 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.024 
,E Csv
 kCs_cat 2.79e+05 h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 5.43e+05 
KCs_αKG 0.355 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.19 
KCs_OAA_AcCoA 0.0164 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.009 
KCs_AcCoA 0.120 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.03 
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KCs_OAA 0.0164 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.018 
,E Icdhv
 kIcdh_cat 1.14e+05 h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 8.58e+04 
KIcdh_ICIT 9.02e-05 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 2.01e-04 
KIcdh_PEP 0.188 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.05 
LIcdh 127 - II [Kotte et al. 2010] 92.58 
nIcdh 2 - - [Kotte et al. 2010] 2 
,E kgdhv 
 kαkgdh_cat 2.59e+08 h-1 II [Wright et al. 
1992] 7.02e+08 
Kαkgdh_NAD_m 0.07 mM I [Heckert et al. 
1989] 0.06 
Kαkgdh_CoA_m 0.002 mM I [Heckert et al. 
1989] 0.003 
Kαkgdh_αKG_m 1 mM I [Heckert et al. 
1989] 0.24 
Kαkgdh_Z 1.5 mM II [Wright et al. 
1992] 4.17 
Kαkgdh_SUC_I 1 mM II [Wright et al. 
1992] 2.07 
Kαkgdh_NADH_I 0.018 mM I [Heckert et al. 
1989] 0.018 
Kαkgdh_αKG_I 0.75 mM II [Wright et al. 
1992] 1 
,E Sdhv
 kSdh1_cat 3.72e+03 h-1 II [Wright et al. 
1992] 1.96e+04 
kSdh2_cat 3.72e+03 h-1 II [Wright et al. 1.96e+04 
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1992] 
KSdh_eq  10 - II [Wright et al. 
1992] 29.66 
KSdh_SUC_m 0.22 mM I [Butler et al. 1985] 0.17 
,E Fumv
 kFum1_cat 7.34e+05 h-1 II [Wright et al. 
1992] 3.82e+05 
kFum2_cat 7.34e+05 h-1 II [Wright et al. 
1992] 3.82e+05 
KFum_eq  10 - II [Wright et al. 
1992] 12.87 
KFum_FUM_m 0.1 mM II [Wright et al. 
1992] 0.09 
,E Mdhv
 kMdh1_cat 3.24e+05 h-1 II [Wright et al. 
1992] 4.60e+05 
kMdh2_cat 3.24e+05 h-1 II [Wright et al. 
1992] 4.60e+05 
KMdh_eq 1 - II [Wright et al. 
1992] 0.75 
KMdh_NAD_m 0.1 mM I [Emyanitoff and 
Kelly 1982] 0.05 
KMdh_NAD_I 0.31 mM I [Emyanitoff and 
Kelly 1982] 0.11 
KMdh_NAD_II 0.31 mM II [Wright et al. 
1992] 0.95 
KMdh_MAL_m 1.33 mM I [Emyanitoff and 
Kelly 1982] 1.77 
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KMdh_MAL_I 3.30 mM II [Wright et al. 
1992] 3.46 
KMdh_OAA_m 0.27 mM I [Emyanitoff and 
Kelly 1982] 0.21 
KMdh_OAA_I 0.27 mM II [Wright et al. 
1992] 0.34 
KMdh_OAA_II 0.17 mM II [Wright et al. 
1992] 0.07 
KMdh_NADH_m 0.04 mM I [Emyanitoff and 
Kelly 1982] 0.03 
KMdh_NADH_I 0.04 mM II [Wright et al. 
1992] 0.02 
,E Mezv
 kMez_cat 5.58e+05 h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 3.68e+05 
KMez_MAL 3.50e-03 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 1.46e-03 
KMez_AcCoA 2.05 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 1.82 
KMez_cAMP 3.69 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 4.55 
LMez 1.04e+05 - II [Kotte et al. 2010] 2.39e+05 
nMez 1.33 - II [Kotte et al. 2010] 1.99 
,E Pckv
 kPck_cat 2.36e+06 h-1 II [Kadir et al. 2010] 3.44e+06 
KPck_OAA 0.67 mM I [Krebs and Bridger 
1980] 0.58 
KPck_ATP_i 0.04 mM I [Krebs and Bridger 
1980] 0.04 
KPck_ADP_i 0.04 mM II [Yang et al. 2003] 0.02 
KPck_PEP 0.07 mM I [Krebs and Bridger 0.07 
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1980] 
KPck_PEP_i 0.06 mM I [Krebs and Bridger 
1980] 0.06 
KPck_OAA_I 0.45 mM II [Yang et al. 2003] 0.35 
KPck_ATP_I 0.04 mM I [Krebs and Bridger 
1980] 0.04 
,E Ppcv  kPpc_cat 5.31e+06 h
-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 5.39e+06 
KPpc_PEP 0.0271 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.03 
KPpc_FBP 0.230 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.18 
LPpc 5.2e+06 - II [Kotte et al. 2010] 5.65e+06 
nPpc 3 - - [Kotte et al. 2010] 3 
,E Iclv
 kIcl_cat 1.76e+06 h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 9.42+05 
KIcl_ICIT 0.0124 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.02 
KIcl_PEP 0.0310 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.02 
KIcl_3PG 0.406 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.52 
KIcl_αKG 0.466 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.83 
LIcl 5.01e+04 - II [Kotte et al. 2010] 1.91e+05 
nIcl 4 - - [Kotte et al. 2010] 4 
,E Msv
 kMs_cat 1.04e+04 h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 1.70e+04 
KMs_GOX_AcCoA 0.406 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.39 
KMs_AcCoA 0.426 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.46 
KMs_GOX 0.536 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 1.11 
, -AceK iE kv
 kAceK_ki_cat 1.22e+16 h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 5.27e+15 
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, -AceK hE pv  kAceK_ph_cat 6.12e+12 h
-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 1.82e+12 
KAceK_ICDH 0.530 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.19 
KAceK_ICDH-P 7.93 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 7.26 
KAceK_ICIT 0.0773 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.09 
KAceK_GOX 0.488 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.50 
KAceK_OAA 0.0976 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.07 
KAceK_αKG 0.463 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.42 
KAceK_PEP 0.304 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.36 
KAceK_3PG 0.886 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.42 
KAceK_PYR 0.0214 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.03 
LAceK 1.00e+08 - II [Kotte et al. 2010] 2.83e+08 
nAceK 2 - - [Kotte et al. 2010] 2 
, 6E G pdhv
 max
6G pdhv
 4.97e+03 mM h-1 II [Chassagnole et al. 
2002] 1.66e+04 
KG6pdh_G6P 0.07 mM I [Sanwal 1970] 0.07 
KG6 pdh _NADPH_g6pinh 0.18 mM I [Sanwal 1970] 0.19 
KG6 pdh _NADP  0.015 mM I [Sanwal 1970] 0.004 
KG6 pdh _NADPH_nadpinh 0.01 mM I [Sanwal 1970] 0.08 
,E Pglv
 max
Pglv
 4.5e+04 mM h-1 II [Peskov et al. 
2012] 2.28e+04 
KPgl_eq 42.8 - I [Miclet et al. 2001] 42.69 
KPgl_6PGL_m 0.023 mM I [Scopes 1985] 0.023 
KPgl_6PG_m 10 mM I [Scopes 1985] 10.01 
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KPgl_h1 5.61e-03 mM I [Clarke and Mason 
2003] 0.004 
KPgl_h2 9.73e-06 mM I [Clarke and Mason 
2003] 9.70e-06 
,E Eddv
 max
Eddv
 300  mM h-1 II [Peskov et al. 
2012] 515.41 
KEdd_eq 1e+03 - I [Wood 1971] 1.01e+03 
KEdd_6PG_m 0.6 mM I [Wood 1971] 0.12 
KEdd_KDPG_m 1 mM II [Peskov et al. 
2012] 2.02 
pHEdd_m 6.4 - I [Wood 1971] 7.53 
pKEdd 10 - II [Peskov et al. 
2012] 8.74 
,E Edav
 max
Edav
 300  mM h-1 II [Peskov et al. 
2012] 667.33 
KEda_eq 0.5 - I [Cheriyan et al. 
2007] 0.50 
KEda_PYR_m 10 mM II [Peskov et al. 
2012] 7.69 
KEda_KDPG_m 0.35 mM I [Cheriyan et al. 
2007] 0.15 
KEda_GAP_m 1 mM II [Peskov et al. 
2012] 1.18 
pHEda_m 7.5 - I [Cheriyan et al. 
2007] 10.38 
pKEda 10 - II [Peskov et al. 36.97 
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2012] 
,6E Pgdhv
 max
6Pgdhv
 5.84e+04 mM h-1 II [Chassagnole et al. 
2002] 2.48e+05 
K6Pgdh_6PG 0.1 mM I [de Silva and 
Fraenkel 1979] 0.10 
K6Pgdh_NADP 0.028 mM I [de Silva and 
Fraenkel 1979] 0.02 
K6Pgdh_NADPH_inh 0.01 mM I [de Silva and 
Fraenkel 1979] 0.04 
K6Pgdh_ATP_inh 3 mM I [de Silva and 
Fraenkel 1979] 3.01 
, 5E R piv
 max
5R piv
 1.74e+04 h-1 II [Chassagnole et al. 
2002] 3.21e+04 
KR5pi_eq 4 - I [Vaseghi et al. 
1999] 0.48 
, 5E Ru pv
 max
5Ru pv
 2.42e+04 h-1 II [Chassagnole et al. 
2002] 1.27e+04 
KRu5p_eq 1.4 - I [Vaseghi et al. 
1999] 1.41 
,E TktAv
 max
TktAv
 3.41e+04 mM-1 h-1 II [Chassagnole et al. 
2002] 8.87e+03 
KTktA_eq 1.2 - I [Vaseghi et al. 
1999] 1.20 
,E TktBv
 max
TktBv
 3.12e+05 mM-1 h-1 II [Chassagnole et al. 
2002] 3.79e+05 
KTktB_eq 10 - I [Vaseghi et al. 9.97 
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1999] 
,E Talv
 max
Talv
 3.91e+04 mM-1 h-1 II [Chassagnole et al. 
2002] 7.17e+04 
KTal_eq 1.05 - I [Vaseghi et al. 
1999] 1.05 
,E Cyav  
max
Cyav  28.9 mM h
-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 9.45 
KCya_EIIA-P 0.0479 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.002 
, degrE cAMP
v  
deg
max
rcAMP
v  2.03 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 9.21 
KcAMPdegr_cAMP 0.0564 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.048 
,G glkv  Kglk_Cra 9.35e-06 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 1.22e-08 
vglk_Cra_unbound 0.0812 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.206 
vglk_Cra_bound 6.38e-04 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.002 
,G pfkAv  KpfkA_Cra 9.35e-06 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 9.87e-09 
vpfkA_Cra_unbound 0.0812 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.05 
vpfkA_Cra_bound 6.38e-04 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.001 
,G fbpv  Kfbp_Cra 0.0175 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 3.75e-05 
vfbp_Cra_unbound 0 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0 
vfbp_Cra_bound 1.07e-03 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.001 
,G fbaAv  KfbaA_Cra 1.34 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 3.26e-03 
vfbaA_Cra_unbound 0.0310 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.025 
vfbaA_Cra_bound 0 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0 
KfbaA_Crp 0.286 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.009 
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vfbaA_Crp_unbound 0 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0 
vfbaA_Crp_bound 0.0239 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.016 
,G gapAv  KgapA_Cra 1.34 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.02 
vgapA_Cra_unbound 0.0349 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.02 
vgapA_Cra_bound 0 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0 
KgapA_Crp 0.286 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.05 
vgapA_Crp_unbound 0 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0 
vgapA_Crp_bound 0.0269 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.03 
,G pykFv  KpykF_Cra 0.0341 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 7.26e-05 
vpykF_Cra_unbound 6.40e-03 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.011 
vpykF_Cra_bound 3.52e-05 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 4.30e-05 
,G ppsAv  KppsA_Cra 0.252 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 4.88e-04 
vppsA_Cra_unbound 0 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0 
vppsA_Cra_bound 0.0798 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.053 
,G pdhv  Kpdh_PdhR 0.0652 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 2.46e-05 
vpdh_PdhR_unbound 1.57e-03 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.001 
vpdh_PdhR_bound 5.70e-06 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 7.50e-06 
,G acsv
 Kacs_Crp 0.112 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 1.36e-03 
vacs_Crp_unbound 0 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0 
vacs_Crp_bound 1.13e-03 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 3.62e-04 
nacs 2.31 - - [Kotte et al. 2010] 2.31 
,G gltAv  KgltA_Crp 0.954 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.056 
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vgltA_Crp_unbound 0 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0 
vgltA_Crp_bound 0.0275 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.03 
ngltA 1.07 - - [Kotte et al. 2010] 1.07 
,G icdAv
 KicdA_Cra 0.0174 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 2.92e-05 
vicdA_Cra_unbound 4.88e-03 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.01 
vicdA_Cra_bound 0.0377 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.02 
,G sucABv
 KsucAB_Crp 2.17 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.31 
vsucAB_Crp_unbound 0 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0 
vsucAB_Crp_bound 0.0271 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.02 
nsucAB 0.74 - - [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.74 
,G sdhCDABv
 KsdhCDAB_Crp 2.17 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.086 
vsdhCDAB_Crp_unbound 0 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0 
vsdhCDAB_Crp_bound 0.199 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.24 
nsdhCDAB 0.74 - - [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.74 
,G fumABCv  KfumABC_Crp 2.17 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.15 
vfumABC_Crp_unbound 0 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0 
vfumABC_Crp_bound 0.0462 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.05 
nfumABC 0.74 - - [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.74 
,G mdhv
 Kmdh_Crp 1.43 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.21 
vmdh_Crp_unbound 0 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0 
vmdh_Crp_bound 0.0816 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.10 
,G maeBv
 GLC
MezSS  6.84e-03 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 5.00e-03 
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ACE
MezSS  0.0233 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.015 
,G pckAv  KpckA_Cra 0.0794 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 1.52e-04 
vpckA_Cra_unbound 0 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0 
vpckA_Cra_bound 0.0137 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.014 
,G ppcv  GLCPpcSS  2.15e-03 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 4.93e-03 
ACE
PpcSS  6.04e-04 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 1.47e-03 
,G aceAv  KaceBAK_Cra 0.0542 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 5.4e-04 
vaceBAK_Cra_unbound 1.02e-04 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 1.76e-04 
vaceBAK_Cra_bound 0.107 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.05 
KaceBAK_Crp 8.14 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.53 
vaceBAK_Crp_unbound 1.72e-03 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 3.47e-03 
vaceBAK_Crp_bound 1.98e-05 mM h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 2.18e-05 
KaceBAK_DNA 1.13e-06 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 9.51e-07 
KaceBAK_PYR 0.506 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 2.01 
KaceBAK_PYRprime 1.70e-03 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 2.723e-03 
KaceBAK_GOX 2.75e-03 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 2.246e-03 
kaceBAK_cat_IclR 3.35 h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 4.41 
LaceBAK 923 - II [Kotte et al. 2010] 412.07 
,G aceBv  FactoraceB 0.3 - II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.31 
,G aceKv  FactoraceK 0.03 - II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.02 
,Gv  kexpr 5.56 h
 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 7.26 
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,Dv  kdegr  1.8 h
-1 I [Bremer and 
Dennis 1996] 
0.33 
, 6BM G Pv  kBM_GLC_G6P 554 h
-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 48.92 
kBM_ACE_G6P 274 h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 456.46 
, 6BM F Pv  kBM_GLC_F6P 554 h
-1 III Assumed 1.27e+03 
kBM_ACE_F6P 274 h-1 III Assumed 368.62 
,BM GAPv  kBM_GLC_GAP 176 h
-1 III Assumed 101.66 
kBM_ACE_GAP 238 h-1 III Assumed 420.74 
,BM PEPv  kBM_GLC_PEP 1.52e+03 h
-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 957.04 
kBM_ACE_PEP 169 h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 253.05 
,BM PYRv  kBM_GLC_PYR 1.99e+03 h
-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 850.96 
kBM_ACE_PYR 1.87e+04 h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 1.24e+04 
,BM AcCoAv  kBM_GLC_AcCoA 6.77e+03 h
-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 2.37e+03 
kBM_ACE_AcCoA 389 h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 763.07 
,BM KGv   kBM_GLC_KG 3.52e+03 h
-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 3.00e+03 
kBM_ACE_KG 202 h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 323.912 
,BM SUCv  kBM_GLC_SUC 3.52e+03 h
-1 III Assumed 1.89e+03 
kBM_ACE_SUC 202 h-1 III Assumed 227.03 
,BM FUMv  kBM_GLC_FUM 3.52e+03 h
-1 III Assumed 3.47e+03 
kBM_ACE_FUM 202 h-1 III Assumed 288.72 
,BM OAAv  kBM_GLC_OAA 2.30e+04 h
-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 2.31e+04 
kBM_ACE_OAA 5.15e+03 h-1 II [Kotte et al. 2010] 1.31e+04 
, 5BM R Pv  kBM_GLC_R5P 554 h
-1 III Assumed 307.97 
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kBM_ACE_R5P 274 h-1 III Assumed 499.54 
, 4BM E Pv  kBM_GLC_E4P 554 h
-1 III Assumed 1.51e+03 
kBM_ACE_E4P 274 h-1 III Assumed 289.66 
Others KCrp-cAMP 0.505 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.420 
 nCrp-cAMP 1 - - [Kotte et al. 2010] 1 
 KCra-FBP 0.767 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.029 
 nCra-FBP 2 - - [Kotte et al. 2010] 2 
 KPdhR-PYR 0.0925 mM II [Kotte et al. 2010] 0.043 
 nPdhR-PYR 1 - - [Kotte et al. 2010] 1 
 (P/O) (P/O ratio for 
NADH) 
2.5 - I [Matsuoka and 
Shimizu 2013] 
3.48 
 (P/O)’ (P/O ratio for 
FADH2) 
1.5 - I [Matsuoka and 
Shimizu 2013] 
1.49 
 kATP 8.87e-06 mM-1 I [Kadir et al. 2010] 1.32e-05 
  (Cell density) 564 gDW LCell-1 - [Chassagnole et al. 
2002] 
564 
 D (Dilution rate) 0 for batch 
culture 
 
h-1 - - 
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Figure A.1 - Comparison of the simulated flux with the experimental flux of ∆Pgi at 16 h, 
21h and 23h, respectively.  
The indexes of the reaction names indicate 1: v_PTS4, 2: vE_Pfk-vE_Fbp, 3: vE_Fba, 4: 
vE_GAPDH, 5: vE_GAPDH, 6: vE_Pyk-vE_Pps, 7: vE_PDH, 8: vE_Pta, 9: vE_CS, 10: 
vE_ICDH, 11: vE_aKGDH, 12: vE_SDH, 13: vE_Fum, 14: vE_MDH, 15: vE_Mez, 16: 
vE_Ppc-vE_Pck, 17: vE_Icl, 18: vE_MS, 19: vE_G6PDH, 20: vE_6PGDH, 21: vE_R5PI, 22: 
vE_Ru5P, 23: vE_TktA, 24: vE_TktB, 25: vE_Tal, 26: vE_Edd. 
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Figure A.2 - Comparison of the simulated flux with experimental flux in a continuous culture 
at different dilution rates.  
The indexes of the reaction name indicate 1: v_PTS4, 2: vE_Pgi, 3: vE_Pfk - vE_Fbp, 4: 
vE_Fba, 5 : vE_GAPDH, 6: vE_GAPDH, 7: vE_Pyk - vE_Pps, 8: vE_PDH, 9: vE_Ack - 
vE_Acs, 10: vE_CS, 11: vE_CS, 12: vE_ICDH, 13: vE_aKGDH, 14: vE_SDH, 15: vE_Fum, 
16: vE_MDH, 17: vE_Mez, 18: vE_Ppc-vE_Pck, 19: vE_Icl, 20: vE_MS, 21: vE_G6PDH, 
22: vE_6PGDH, 23: vE_R5PI, 24: vE_Ru5P, 25: vE_TktA, 26: vE_TktB, 27: vE_Tal, 28: 
vE_Edd. 
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Figure A.3 - Effect of Crp regulation on dynamic behaviors.  
The blue and red lines indicate WT and the virtual mutant lacking a Crp-cAMP complex, 
respectively. 
A. Metabolite concentrations; B. Rates (Specific growth rate [s.g.rate]; flux; phosphorylation 
rate [p.rate]). 
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Figure A.4 - Effect of Cra regulation on dynamic behaviors.  
The blue and red lines indicate WT and the virtual mutant lacking of a Cra-FBP complex, 
respectively. 
A. Metabolite concentrations; B. Rates (Specific growth rate [s.g.rate]; flux; phosphorylation 
rate [p.rate]). 
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Figure A.5 - Effect of PdhR regulation on dynamic behaviors.  
The blue and red lines indicate WT and the virtual mutant lacking a PdhR-PYR complex, 
respectively. 
A. Metabolite concentrations; B. Rates (Specific growth rate [s.g.rate]; flux; phosphorylation 
rate [p.rate]). 
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Figure A.6 - Effect of of allosteric regulation of Pfk on dynamic behaviors.  
The blue and red lines indicates WT  and the virtual mutant lacking the allostoric regulations 
via Pfk, respectively. 
A. Metabolite concentrations; B. Rates (Specific growth rate [s.g.rate]; flux; phosphorylation 
rate [p.rate]). 
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Figure A.7 - Effect of allosteric regulation of Pyk on dynamic behaviors.  
The blue and red lines indicates WT  and the virtual mutant lacking the allostoric regulations 
via Pyk, respectively. 
A. Metabolite concentrations; B. Rates (Specific growth rate [s.g.rate]; flux; phosphorylation 
rate [p.rate]). 
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Figure A.8 - Effect of allosteric regulation of Mez on dynamic behaviors.  
The blue and red lines indicate WT  and the virtual mutant lacking the allostoric regulation of 
Mez. 
A. Metabolite concentrations; B. Rates (Specific growth rate [s.g.rate]; flux; phosphorylation 
rate [p.rate]). 
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Figure A.9 - Effect of allosteric regulation of Fbp on dynamic behaviors.  
The blue and red lines indicate WT  and the virtual mutant lacking the allostoric regulation of 
Fbp. 
A. Metabolite concentrations; B. Rates (Specific growth rate [s.g.rate]; flux; phosphorylation 
rate [p.rate]). 
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Figure A.10 - Effect of allosteric regulation of Icl on dynamic behaviors.   
The blue and red lines indicate WT  and the virtual mutant lacking the allostoric regulation of 
Icl. 
A. Metabolite concentrations; B. Rates (Specific growth rate [s.g.rate]; flux; phosphorylation 
rate [p.rate]). 
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Figure A.11 - Effect of allosteric regulation of Ppc on dynamic behaviors.  
The blue and red lines indicate WT  and the virtual mutant lacking the allostoric regulation of 
Ppc. 
A. Metabolite concentrations; B. Rates (Specific growth rate [s.g.rate]; flux; phosphorylation 
rate [p.rate]). 
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